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TRAVEL AND LIFELONG 
LEARNING
Stepping outside of the familiar, out of 
one’s comfort zone, is always a learning 
experience. This issue of LLinE will exa
mine travel as a source of lifelong 
learning. Dealing with such a huge con
cept we have consciously limited our
selves to voluntary, shortterm travel as 
opposed to, say, forced migration. The 
main focus is on different forms of lei
sure travel and tourism, which has be
come one of the world’s biggest indus
tries. 

Our articles bear witness to the vast ar
ray of motivations for travel: entertain
ment, identity building, employment 
advantage, cultural learning, exchange 
of knowhow, or simply sensitizing 
oneself to the new, unknown and sur
prising. The individual voices of the 
writers are heard particularly well in 
many of this issue’s contributions, testi
fying of the often intimate and emo
tional nature of travel.  

Nada Kačavenda-Radić
adULt	LEarnIng,	LEISUrE	and	
travEL	–	a	nEW	SCIEnCE?
This article lays some of the conceptual 
groundwork for this issue by introduc
ing the scientific fields of leisure and 
tourism studies. We learn that leisure 
andragogy, or leisure adult education 
science, is a new field of study growing 
out of these more established disci
plines.

Karlheinz Dürr
nOtEBOOK	Of	an	EdUCatIOnaL	
travEL	OrganIzEr

Dr Karlheinz Dürr has a decadelong 
experience of organizing educational 
trips for senior citizens in Europe. 
What does a trip organizer have to 
consider when taking a group abroad 
to learn? Drawing on his own experi
ence the author discusses the promises 
and pitfalls of educational travel.

Tamara Young and Kevin Lyons
‘I	travEL	BECaUSE	I	Want	
tO	LEarn…’:

BaCKPaCKErS	and	tHE	COndUItS	
Of	CULtUraL	LEarnIng

What is the difference between cultural 
learning and ‘learning culture’? This ar
ticle reports the findings of a study into 
the experiences of backpackers engag
ing with Australian Aboriginal culture. 
Cultural learning from an ‘insiders’ 
perspective could only develop over 
time spent living with Aboriginal com
munities. Yet, lacking the time needed 
for true cultural immersion, backpack
ers tended to partake in activities that 
focused on ‘learning culture’ from the 
outside. In these circumstances, is it 
more honest to remain true to one’s 
outsider status, rather than to lay claim 
to authentic cultural insight? 

Helene Snee
dOES	travEL	BrOadEn	tHE	mInd?
a	CrItICaL	rEvIEW	Of	LEarnIng	
tHrOUgH	tHE	gaP	YEar	

The ‘gap year is an increasingly popu
lar way among Western youths to take 
time out between school and university. 
These experiences are often viewed as a 
means of selfdevelopment, but does 
gap year travel necessarily broaden 
one’s horizons?  This critical review of 
gap year research highlights that any 
benefits should not be taken for grant
ed and that they arise in particular so
cial contexts.

Marianne Rönkä, Pekka Toivanen 
and Senyo Adzei
BraIn	CIrCULatIOn	
InStEad	Of	BraIn	draIn

The Finnishbased NorthSouthSouth 
network programme features an inno
vative approach to international coop
eration in higher education. Instead of 
traditional scholarships, the pro
gramme funds both teacher and student 
exchanges between Finland (North) 
and developing countries (South). We 
look at the NorthSouthSouth pro

gramme through three articles. The 
first one, written by Marianne Rönkä, 
describes the project from the view
point of its administrators. The second 
article by Pekka Toivanen is a personal 
account of a teacher exchange in Afri
ca. In the third piece, Senyo Adzei, a 
Ghanaian, shares his experiences of 
student exchange in Finland.

Rolf Potts 
HOmE	agaIn,	
YEt	WItH	a	travELEr’S	EYES

Renowned travel writer Rolf Potts 
shares his pointers on how to apply the 
lessons learned on the road to everyday 
life back home again. 

INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY

Holger Bienzle
BEtWEEn	UnInSPIrEd	taSK	maStEr	
and	vISIOnarY	LEadEr

WHat	It	taKES	tO	CO-OrdInatE	a	
EUrOPEan	PrOjECt	SUCCESSfULLY

This article focuses on an aspect of Eu
ropean project management in educa
tion which has not yet received the at
tention it deserves. A successful EU 
project does not only require sound in
ternational project management skills. 
Leadership and human resources com
petence are at least as important. Re
cent management theories like Agile 
Project Management offer valuable in
sights in this direction

LLINE REVIEWS

Vessela Tzonkova
agE-nEUtraL	rECrUItmEnt	
tHrOUgH	matUrE@EU:

a	USEr’S	ExPErIEnCE	

LLinE first introduced the mature@EU 
elearning platform in the 4/2009 issue. 
The platform is designed to inform re
cruitment specialists about the benefits 
of ageneutral recruitment policies. We 
will now follow up on this with the re
view of a recruiter who has used the 
platform in her daily work.
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It was back in the seventies when I 
started to make regular visits to the UK 
with my family. My mother was a 
teacher of English and she wanted to 
practice her language skills and brush 
up her cultural awareness of the British 
society. I so vividly remember my 
mother sending an advert to a local 
newspaper in Oxford about us wanting 
to rent a house. From that on we rent
ed the same house practically every 
summer from the same teacher of 
French, who on his part, went to 
France on his holiday to practice his 
language skills. I still remember the 
house that we rented, the pink bed
room that I had, the decoration and 
even smell of the living room, kitchen 
and the back yard with lots of beautiful 
roses. The toast, poached eggs and 
sharp marmalade we had for breakfast, 
tea time, the milkman, the grocery 
stores, the green fields close to our 
house where men in white often played 
cricket. I remember the primary school 
that I attended, the school uniforms, 
my fellow students, the school yard, 
the teachers and classroom practices 
and the exchange of teaching and 
learning that went on there. Later on, 
as I grew older I continued my life 
again in the UK as I, in my turn, rented 
a house for my stay as a PhD student. 
My mum, on the other hand, changed 
her position from a college teacher to a 
university lecturer. She actively started 
to build exchanges between her univer
sity and some universities in the UK in 
order to provide student teachers op
portunities to learn what it is to be an 
educator in another country.  

What is it in travelling that fasci
nates us? Why do we want to challenge 
our comfort zones? Why do we want 
to step in to something new where of

ten times even the very familiar feels 
very strange?  Culture and language are 
some of the most challenging, interest
ing, and enriching experiences available 
to individuals and collectives. For me 
and my mom, it was not the travelling 
as such that inspired us. Rather it was 
the feeling of combating ourselves and 
our beliefs as well as learning gradually 
to participate in a new culture, finding 
new perspectives and frameworks to 
interpret life.  In all, our views of the 
world were greatly extended by the 
‘culture shocks’ that we experienced. 

Today, practically all educational 
and vocational institutions provide 
their students and teachers with oppor
tunities to participate in short term 
and/or long term exchanges in Europe 
and beyond. Some programmes also 
entail practices in work place settings, 
some feature possibilities to stay in lo
cal families. In many countries there 
are also nationally coordinated schol
arship and exchange programmes that 
promote and implement nearly all EU 
education, training, culture and youth 
programmes. These are such valuable 
and important educational opportuni
ties and should thus be kept alive and 
constantly developed by all advocates 
of lifelong learning. 

In today’s world, multicultural 
awareness, language skills and cultural 
knowledge as well as an appreciation 
of difference are necessary competences 
for any democratic and developing so
ciety. Without these prerequisites we 
are unable to live together and learn 
from each other. In this issue of LLinE 
we want to share articles and discuss 
topics that all bring insights to the val
ue of learning via new cultural experi
ences. 

Culture shocks and 
the importance of experiencing 
them   

KrIStIIna	KUmPULaInEn
Editor-in-Chief	of	LLinE
director,	Information	and	evaluation	services
finnish	national	Board	of		
Education
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Sofia BoutSiouki 
is a lecturer and researcher at the Uni
versity of Macedonia in Thessaloniki. 
Her research topics include employ
ment and social policy and lifelong 
learning.

DioniSiS GeorGopouloS 
works as teacher of informatics at a 
secondary education institution in Ke
falonia. He holds a Masters degree in 
education and human rights and is a 
free researcher in topics of educational 
policy and sociology of education. 

Broadly speaking, how has the econom-
ic crisis affected lifelong learning in 
Greece? 

SB: The effects are similar than in any 
other field. State funding for both 
formal and non formal adult education 
has gone down. The ‘devaluation’ of 
qualifications caused by mass unem
ployment also turns people off educa
tion, especially non formal adult edu
cation. Formal, vocational training is 
valued more as it is considered to offer 
more employment opportunities. 

Having said that, few people turn 
to adult education for retraining. The 
main reasons are that they cannot 
undertake the cost of such programmes, 
and that the situation in the job mar
ket remains precarious. The intensifi
cation of the economic crisis prevents 
them from pursuing new educational 
paths, but this also maintains the reces
sion in the labour market and aggravates 
the economic depression   a vicious 
circle.

Lean times for learning

DG: The ‘troika’, the EU, the Euro
pean Central Bank and the Interna
tional Monetary Fund have stepped 
in and are directing our educational 
reforms. Educational policy is now 
geared towards labour market priori
ties of a more flexible workforce. The 
Greek government approves of this: 
political needs overshadow educa
tional ones.

Another aspect is that the private 
sector gains momentum in education. 
Private sector investment in the educa
tion of adults is facilitated. The recent 
decision of the government to legalise 
the creation of private postsecondary 
education centres is also exemplary of 
this new direction. Meanwhile public 
universities are forced to collect high
er tuition fees. 

There might actually be an increase 
in adult education provision with the 
emergence of private operators, but 
educational contents are dictated by 
the market.

SB: It is true that the education system 
is being reformed but this is an op
portunity for changes. The new system 
will include all lifelong learning ac
tivities and will reorganize the evalu
ation and certification of LL institutions 
and programs, will update the na
tional qualifications framework and 
will promote a more systematic and, 
therefore, effective research of the 
labour market and its educational 
needs. It will also secure that new kinds 
of learning are accessible to more 
citizens. 

It is also under consideration to 
merge university departments with 
similar fields of study and to close 
down others with no relevance to labour 
market needs. This will help the insti
tutions make the most of the existing 
personnel and facilities in order to 
promote quality and innovation in 
education. 

What is the long-term future for lifelong 
learning as a result of this crisis?

SB: Lifelong learning cannot create 
economic development by itself, but 
it is acknowledged that it can play an 
important role in strengthening hope 
for a brighter future, preparing the 
Greek citizens in terms of knowledge 
and skills and creating a more develop
mentfriendly environment. 

DG: This question rather hides the 
reality than reveals it. The real question 
is which type of education is provided, 
by whom, to whom and with what 
kinds of purposes. However, the reduc
tion of government expenses for pub
lic education together with the fall of 
quality and value of study in formal 
education, will lead to more polarised 
qualifications. Students from privileged 
backgrounds will benefit more.  Edu
cational contents should not be deter
mined solely by market forces. Fur
thermore, there is no sense in trying 
to improve education while at the same 
time human and social rights are being 
degraded by unemployment and short
term, lowpay work. 
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The global economic crisis has not spared any country but 
Greece seems to be the ‘sickest man of Europe’. Spiralling 
government debt brought about by mismanagement of state 
funds has forced the EU to intervene financially. The price tag 
of the bailout is substantial, and grunts of disapproval are 
heard across Europe.  

How does the Greek debt crisis affect lifelong learning in the 
country? LLinE interviewed two experts with very different 
views. 
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Nada KačavendaRad ić

Understanding and interpreting the structure and 

dynamics of leisure is one of the basic scientific 

problems of andragogy and its subject matter. 

Leisure andragogy, or leisure adult education science, 

is a growing field of study. It is a contextual 

framework for further specification and determination 

of leisure travel educational issues. 

The constitution and scientific foundations of leisure 

andragogy as a new discipline inevitably include 

educational problems of tourism and travel as a 

significant part of it.

adult learning, 
leisure and travel 

– a new science?
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IntrOdUCtIOn

The educational issues of tourism and 
travel manifest themselves more clearly 
and forcefully the more developed the 
person is, the more developed the soci
ety is and the more there is available 
leisure time. In other words, in a devel
oped society, the educational aspect of 
tourism and travel becomes more im
portant. There is a growing need also 
for scientific research into educational 
travel.

Leisure, tourism(travel) and 
education(learning) of adults are in 
mutual complex and interactive rela
tion. This insight underpins this article. 
Although these are not new phenomena 
to scientific research, the relationships 
these notions have to each other belong 
to very new scientific disciplines. From 
an andragogic point of view we can 
more or less regard Leisure Andragogy 
as a new discipline.

The main aim of this article is to 
present the emerging scientific disci
pline of leisure andragogy and to iden
tify, systematize and specify what scien
tific problems of tourismandragogic 
nature can be found within this rela
tively young discipline. At this stage of 
(un)development of the discipline of 
leisure andragogy the ’andragogic’ find
ings of other scholars of different pro
files in leisure and tourism fields should 
contribute greatly to the intention of 
this article. Also, referring to the work 
of other scholars demonstrates the 
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
character of the problems in leisure an
dragogy.

The article proceeds as follows. The 
notion that there is a complex and in
teractive relationship between leisure, 
education and tourism/travel is ana
lyzed in the first chapter. As stated 
above, this interdependence is accepted 
as the article’s guiding principle. 

The next chapter determines the 
place and value of tourismeducation 
problems inside leisure andragogy. The 
subject of this chapter is classified 

around the following subtitles and di
lemmas: how many sciences or disci
plines on leisure and leisuretourist ed
ucation are there? What is leisure andr
agogy? What is the position of tourism 
andragogy within andragogy? What 
scientific problems can be found within 
tourism andragogy? What is the role of 
leisure andragogy as a subject in the 
university education of an andragogue.

Of course, the concept of tourism 
encompasses travel for business and 
other purposes as well as leisure travel, 
but these forms of travel are outside of 
the scope of this article. 

The final, third chapter provides the 
answer to the questions: what is the 
position of andragogic issues in leisure 
and tourism studies? How are these 
problems observed by authors of differ
ent profiles? Can we speak about ‘cul
tural’ and ‘educational’ tourism in a 
way that makes sense?

IntrOdUCIng	CEntraL	
COnCEPtS

Leisure – education - tourism
There is no basis to consider leisure as 
just a product of today’s world, nor of 
the world of another epoch, especially 
as experts cannot agree which is the ex
act period to which the origin of the 
phenomenon of leisure can be linked. 
Some think the concept of leisure 
emerges with the appearance of class 
society, others tie it with the appear
ance of the working class, some attach 
decisive significance to industrializa
tion, others to automation, and there 
are even those who do not see it as a 
phenomenon of today, but as an issue 
of the future.

Being a multidisciplinary and inter
disciplinary issue, there are many ap
proaches to defining leisure and no
body has yet given a universally accept
able definition. Even opinions on the 
possibility and need of efforts to give a 
universal definition are different. Be
sides, as Kelly (2000, 3) noted, many 
languages, such as German, Spanish 

and Japanese, have no equivalent term 
for the concept.

Although ‘leisure’ is not a term 
known everywhere in the world, it has 
still been in existence as a practice and 
as experience for as long as mankind it
self. We can recall Juvenal`s maxim 
‘panem et circenses’ or as ‘otium cum 
dignitate’ [bread and circuses; leisure 
with dignity].  The reflection of leisure 
is however obviously younger. The fact 
that leisure varies in different socioeco
nomic conditions of life points to its 
historical character, but it does not give 
us the right to negate its existence also 
in the past. 

Leisure is a human phenomenon, an 
entity of man. It is universal and com
prehensive in phylogenetic as well as 
onthogenetic sense1, and is, thus, found 
in all cultures and civilizations and in 
every individual life. As it is stressed in 
Charter for Leisure, adopted by World 
Leisure and Recreation Association, lei
sure is a basic human right, just like ed
ucation, work and health (Charter, 
2000).

Leisure is a source of many educa
tional needs and values and, at the 
same time, opens up opportunities for 
all kinds of learning and various learn
ing activities, which, however, bear di
rectly on the concept of lifelong learn
ing (Jonson and Symon, 2001). It is 
utopian to believe that lifelong learning 
as well as the majority of andragogic 
categories such as ‘further’, ‘nonfor
mal’, ‘informal’, ‘self learning’ and edu
cation can become possible without lei
sure. Adult education is for the most 
part –if not fully carried out during 
leisure. Therefore, leisure has to be 
considered a subject of scientific andra
gogic study.

Bearing in mind the full diversity of 
theories and interpretations of leisure, 
the term should be defined, from the 
aspect of science of adult education, as 
follows: Leisure is socially conditioned, 
integral part of man’s time (man’s enti
ty), whose content, by purpose and by 
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value, is (relatively) freely chosen 
(KačavendaRadić, 2010, 194). This 
definition contains five general charac
teristics and each of them has its tour
isteducational implications.

• Leisure is socially conditioned 
mainly: historically; by class in the 
class society; economically; cultural
ly; scientifically and technologically; 
ethically; legally etc.
• It is an immanent human feature. 
It is an entity of man and an integral 
part of man’s time (not a mere re
mainder of time as it is frequently 
stated).
• Leisure has its content – activities. 
Leisure activities are voluntary, in
terestbased activities. The next 
points flow from this characteristic.
• It is marked by purpose and value, 
regardless whether the aim of leisure 
is more or less desirable socially 
and/or personally.
• It assumes a (relative) freedom of 
choice.
All these general characteristics to

gether make up the concept of leisure, 
and through each characteristic the 
others are reflected. If each of these fea
tures is analyzed, we will, by using 
these five different routes, come to the 
same conclusion: education, tourist ac
tivities and leisure in the broadest sense 
are in an indivisible interactive rela
tionship.

Varied tourist travel activities being 
leisure activities   are denoted by all 
characteristics of leisure itself. Namely, 
leisuretravel activities are conditioned 
by a number of social and individual 
factors. These activities obviously have 
a valueoriented dimension, and what 
delineates them from other human ac
tivities which we designate as ’compul
sory’ is the fact that they have been 
(relatively) freely chosen.

Tourism – education - leisure
On the other hand, the phenomenon of 
tourism as a whole would be impossi
ble without the phenomenon of leisure 

as well. There is a symbiotic relation
ship between them. Historically 
viewed, a development of leisure and 
development of tourism are overlap
ping. Looking at literature, there are 
not any serious studies of leisure, 
which would exclude tourism, even if it 
was reduced to the form of leisure be
haviour (Harris, 2005; Kelly & Freys
inger, 2000; et al.). On the contrary, lei
sure does not appear so often in the 
tourism studies.

Although there is no agreedupon 
definition of tourism, undoubtedly, it is 
a worldwide industry of huge economic 
consequence (e.g. Tourism, 2009). 
Some futurists emphasise that tourism 
would become the largest industry in 
the world in the near future, but some 
think it already has.

Tourism is a multifaceted phenom
enon. More than an industry, tourism 
remains an important cultural, educa
tional, psychological, anthropological, 
geographical, political and philosophi
cal phenomenon. Because of multidi
mensional aspects of tourism and its in
teractions with many other kinds of ac
tivities it is impossible to arrive at a 
definition that will be universally ac
cepted.

Tourism, or as we commonly denote 
it, mass tourism, is obviously a younger 
phenomenon than leisure and educa
tion phenomena. Nevertheless, travel
ling for educational purposes is not 
completely new. Even during ancient 
times adults traveled because of educa
tion. Some investigations show that ‘at
tractions’ in Roman Greece are sur
veyed and found to act as functions of 

education, or satisfying a desire for 
connection with significant places and 
objects (Nardo, 2005; Stumpf, 2003). 
Obviously much more before mass 
tourism, especially cultural tourism, 
people were interested in values and 
goods of other cultures. 

Before mass tourism, leisure travel 
had existed as a privilege of the elite. 
Although there is no exact period 
agreed upon to which the origin of 
mass tourism can be linked, it is agreed 
that a turning point was related to the 
work of Englishman Thomas Cook. In 
1841 he organized a train to carry 540 
people on a roundtrip with a religious 
purpose. Four years later, he had be
come a fulltime travel organizer  the 
very first touroperator (Newmeyer, 
2004).

From an andragogic point of view, it 
is interesting that Cook’s motive had 
more of an educational background 
than business. His trips were an oppor
tunity for people to further their reli
gious education.

Nowadays the signs of a high qual
ity tourism ‘product’ are composed of 
three big ‘E’s: Entertainment, Excite
ment and Education. A modern quality 
tourist programme should include all 
of those components. Although in this 
paper we are interested in the third 
one, it does not mean that a predomi
nant educational purpose of travel 
should exclude excitement and enter
tainment. On the contrary, any other 
predominant travel function (depend
ing on what division of functions is ad
opted) does not exclude education. 

Thus leisuretravel is more than a 
summer vacation trip or a flight to the 
ski resort (Batra, 2009; Kačavenda
Radić,  2008; Madrigal, 1995; etc). 
Many researchers have recognized 
three main elements in travel: the trip 
itself, the destination and the travel 
companions (Kelly & Freysinger, 
2000). Each of those elements tend to 
mix educational purposes, motivations, 
interests, values and satisfactions.

” 
Education, 
tourist 
activities and 

leisure are in an 
indivisible interactive 
relationship.
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There are many styles of travel just 
as there are many styles of leisure or 
life as a whole. The spectrum of needs 
for leisureeducationtourist activities, 
values of those activities and the meth
ods and degrees of the realization and 
satisfaction of those needs and values 
of any category of travellers are indica
tive elements for specifying the quality 
of travelling. It is hard to tell which the 
more powerful determinant is: does the 
quality of a traveloffer predetermine 
and channel traveller orientation to ed
ucation activities or are educational 
tourist activities decisive for the experi
enced quality of travelling? 

We can now conclude that leisure, 
travel and education of adults are phe
nomena, which are in a mutually inter
active and very complex relationship. It 
is impossible to determine which of 
these phenomena is the cause or effect 
(of each other)or perhaps a stronger 
structural element than the other is. 
The more developed society in the eco
nomic and scientific sense and the more 
developed individual, the clearer the 
necessity to study the leisure and lei
sure education as well as tourism and 
tourism education.

tOUrISm	and	travEL	ISSUES	
In	LEISUrE	andragOgY	

Above all, we will agree that the basic 
purpose of adult education in general is 
to develop people’s values and atti
tudes, knowledge and skills that will 
enable them to feel more secure and get 
more enjoyment and satisfaction in life. 
This statement implies that education is 
not only relevant to work and the 
economy. Education for/through travel 
finds its place in this statement. Based 
on lifelong learning principles educa
tional travel is a process which devel
ops a leisuretourist’s attitudes, values, 
knowledge, skills and so forth.

A travel for leisure and travel as lei
sure, in their complexity, are leisure ac
tivities. Consequently, education for/
through travel possesses all the general 

and specific traits of leisure education 
(KačavendaRadić, 2009).

How many sciences or disciplines are 
there on leisure and leisure-tourist 
education?
Leisure being a definitely interdiscipli
nary and multidisciplinary issue, it is 
very difficult to delineate it with preci
sion. It is not a subject with agreed or 
fixed boundaries, but ’one which focus
es on different topics and different con
cepts at different times’ (Harris, 2005, 
1). All scientific disciplines dealing with 
leisure therefore are overlapping. This 
has probably produced the develop
ment of two tendencies:

• The study of leisure from various 
aspects but within the framework of 
traditional sciences (sociology, edu
cational science(s), psychology, sport 
sciences, media studies etc).
• The collection of all available 
knowledge on leisure and its devel
opment as a separate science.
It is difficult to give a definitive an

swer to the dilemma between one sci
ence or several disciplines on leisure. 
Experience so far seems to indicate a 
trend in favour of the problems of lei
sure being addressed by specific disci
plines within certain already constitut
ed sciences. However, in view of the 
interdisciplinary nature of the problems 
of leisure the possibility cannot be ex
cluded of a general science on leisure 
being established some time in the fu
ture. The basis of that future already 
exists.

At this stage of development in the 
study of the educational problems of 
leisure and tourism, posed in this way 
the subtitlequestion may appear to be 
pretentious since it is too early to speak 
of a science or sciences but only of a 
scientific discipline(s). According to 
available literature, it is possible to rec
ognize three trends.

• Not infrequently, authors, explic
itly or implicitly, look upon the sci
entific discipline of leisure as an inte

gral pedagogicalandragogic disci
pline. Some of them however, use 
the term ‘science’ to imply a single 
science dedicated to the study of the 
educational problems of leisure, in
cluding tourist education as its ele
ment.
• Some authors seek to lay down the 
basic premises of the discipline of 
the educational problems of leisure 
and then segment it according to age 
groups.
• Due to literature it seems that the 
current trend is to dedicate prime 
place to leisure studies with holistic 
approach, where educational prob
lems of tourism and other fields are 
grouped among other indispensable 
aspects (Rojec, 2009; Harris, 2005).

Those authors feel it would be justi
fied to ‘pool’ all aspects into a single 
science that would be called leisure sci-
ence. This view could be described as 
the bunch theory with leisure being the 
cohesive force binding various aspects.

Probably the German author Wolf
gang Nahrstedt (1989, 37) was right. 
He believed, more than twenty years 
ago, that research in the leisure area 
will develop in the direction of an inte
gral leisure science. He claimed that 
such a science does not exist yet but 
that the process of its constitution has 
begun, the nucleus being knowledge on 
leisure, culture, sport and tourism. The 
terms of reference of this new science, 
which can be expected to develop fur
ther in the 21st century, are as follows:

• Education for/in leisure (consulta
tion and communication);

”
There is no 
quality leisure-
tourist activity 

without simultaneous 
leisure-educational 
activity.
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• Administration – tourism and the 
environment;
• Animation programming/didactics 
and on that basis various sports and 
culture (literature, art and crafts); 
and
• Leisure policy – planning policy
making and scientific evaluation.
Consequently, there is no simple or 

final answer to the question:  are there 
one or two scientific disciplines on the 
educational problems of leisure, and 
tourism as a part of it? It would be 
more accurate to say that the answer in 
its complexity would be the same as to 
the question: are there one or two sci
ences on education in general? As we 
know, the answer to this question can 
be found along the continuum between 
two extremes.

Wherever we choose to locate edu
cational problems of leisure and tour
ism, knowledge and experience so far 
point to the conclusion that there is the 
need for the existence of broad, general 
knowledge which should obviously be 
built into the foundations of both lei
sure pedagogy and leisure andragogy. A 
diversified approach could also be justi
fied implying a search for the distinc
tive characteristics of leisure and travel 
styles of young people versus adults. In 
this area, the difference between adults 
and youths is quite pronounced (Batra, 
2009; Savićevic, 2004; Russell, 2002). 
However, it does not mean that there is 
no link between different leisure activi
ties throughout the life of the individu
al (Pace & Tesi, 2004; Scott &Willits, 
1998). Such an approach is indispensa
ble at the next stage of specification of 
the educational problems. 

WHat	IS	LEISUrE	andragOgY?	

There are several reasons justifying the 
existence of a separate scientific disci
pline of leisure andragogy.

First, its subject – leisure education 
of adults – is broad enough, logically 
linked together, whole, integral and 

specific at the same time than it can be 
the subject of a relatively autonomous 
scientific discipline.

Second, there already exists a certain 
quantum of andragogic knowledge in 
this field as a result of theoretical and 
empirical research. However, it needs 
to be systematized, deepened, concep
tualized and developed.

Furthermore, though it is too early 
to speak of any wealth of research find
ings or their systematization at this lev
el of development, these findings never
theless constitute a valuable and irrefu
table indicator of the need to develop a 
specific methodology for the further 
collection of theoretical and empirical 
knowledge.

Finally, the need for research into 
the educational issues of leisure stems 
from  contemporary life. In the modern 
conditions of life leisure has become 
one of the central domains.

In view of this, this young scientific 
discipline definitely has a future ahead 
of it.

Leisure andragogy therefore is a sci-
entific discipline that explores, identi-
fies and establishes laws and principles 
with a view to making an adequate 
contribution to the development of the 
culture and quality of free time  use of 
adults.

At this stage of development it 
would not be correct to speak of a 
strong coherent force (which will prob
ably never be due to the pronounced 
interdisciplinary nature of the subject) 
but already certain areas of study can 
be discerned, if not defined, which con
stitute a further specification of the 
subject of this scientific discipline. 
These can be considered as subfields of 
leisure andragogy:

• General leisure andragogy;
• History of leisure andragogy;
• Tourism andragogy;
• Mass media leisure andragogy;
• Sport and recreation andragogy;
• Andragogy of creativity and play 
in leisure time;

• Leisure andragogy under specific 
living conditions.
This division should be seen as a 

provisional one rather than as a model 
or system. Some of these fields are in 
the initial stage of development while 
some have made more progress. Only 
those fields appear on the list on which 
there already exists certain scientific 
knowledge and a measure of systemati
zation of that knowledge. Since the de
velopment process continues, it is nor
mal to expect fresh regroupings and 
modifications in terms of both scientific 
areas of study and specific problems 
within those areas and a possible sepa
ration of fields. 

Out of these subfields of leisure an
dragogy, tourism andragogy is of spe
cial interest to us as the one dealing 
with leisure and travel.

Educational problems covered by 
tourism andragogy have an interactive 
relationship with other scientific areas 
(Figure 1). We will now look more 
closely at the subfield of tourism andra
gogy. 

Scientific problems of tourism 
andragogy
Tourism andragogy is a very young sci
entific area which at the initial stage of 
development relies heavily on the find
ings of tangential scientific disciplines 
on leisure and tourism. Among tourism 
andragogy area it is possible to recog
nize five groups of adulteducational is
sues (Figure 2):

1. Touristeducational preparation 
and other more specific educational 
issues regarding the local people in 
incoming tourist places (hosts). First 
of all, they may learn to live with 
foreigners and developed tolerance 
toward their behaviours.
2. Varied specific educational issues 
for those who work with tourists in 
one’s own home. Typical exemplar is 
ruraltourism.
3. Besides regular professional 
schooling in varied cadres in tourism 



Figure 1. Position of Tourism among Scientific Areas of 
Leisure Andragogy
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and other fields, issues like perma
nent training and improvement of 
the knowledge and skills, profes
sional retraining are of andragogic 
concern.  
4. Permanent training and improve
ment of workers in the field of cul-
ture and education with aim to sat
isfy varied cultural and educational 
needs of tourists.
5. Education and learning of tour-
ists:
• In the place of living  educational 
preparation for travel;
• During the act of travelling  cul
ture of travelling;
• In the incoming tourist place  cul
ture of tourist behaviour in a cultur
al and intercultural situation.
Besides these five huge fields, tour

ism andragogy embraces more specific 
issues such as: 

• Fortification and satisfaction of 
varied more specific touristeduca
tional needs; 
• Selective types of tourism and spe
cific contents of adult education; 
• Tourist activities of adults as a fac
tor of education and learning; 
• Education, upbringing and learn
ing for/through travel; 
• Specific methods of education for/
through travel; 
• Organizational basis of tourist ed
ucation; 
• Conditions for the choice of con
tents for education for/through travel; 
• Specific characteristics of the ap
plication of principles, organization
al forms, methods, aids and objects 
of education for/through travel;
• Scope and contents of educational 
activities of adults in tourist situa
tions; 
• Education in/for travel and the ad
visory function of andragogues; 
• Specific characteristics of monitor
ing, assessment and evaluation of 
andragogic work related to tourism; 
• Potentials and limits of andragogic 
contribution to the development of 
the culture of travel; 
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Figure 2. Central Problems of Tourism Andragogy
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• Humanist values of tourism and 
educational work; 
• Education in the service of tran
scending certain deviant forms of 
tourist behaviour of adults; 
• Social conditioning of tourism; 
• Classification and characteristics 
of leisureeducation activities for/
through travel; Location of tourist
educational activities in leisure; 
• Scope, possibilities, justification 
and role of andragogic influences on 
tourist activities and/or how they 
can be exerted with the help of tour
ist activities; 
• Relativity of freedom of choice in 
tourist situation; 
• Place, role, possibilities and justifi
cation of andragogic influence on 
the choice made; 
• The specific characteristics of tour
ist education of certain categories of 
adults (young adults, older, gender, 
disabled adults etc); 
• Andragogic research in this field 
and methodologal specification; etc. 
Since the identification, crystalliza

tion and multiplication of scientific 
problems within tourism andragogy is 
an ongoing process, this list will be in
creased and modified. 

Leisure andragogy - the subject 
in the university education of 
an andragogue
The constitution of the specific scientif
ic discipline of leisure andragogy has its 
own influences in the curriculum and 
educational plans for the vocational 
training of an andragogue. Such voca
tional programmes have appeared, al
beit slowly. In fact, the initial (formal) 
education of andragogues should in
clude leisure issues as well as e.g. issues 
of didactics. 

Leisure Andragogy, as a separate 
subject of the university education with 
corecourse status, is included in the 
Study of Andragogy at the Faculty of 
Philosophy of the University of Bel
grade since 1987, and Leisure Pedago

gy since 2005. Its curriculum, by na
ture, includes some educational prob
lems of tourism and travel. A number 
of students at all levels have made final 
papers in this field.

Having identified central themes in 
the emerging discipline of leisure andr
agogy and especially its travelrelated 
subfield of tourism andragogy we will 
now move into the next phase of this 
article. This next step is to visit the par
allel disciplines of leisure and tourism 
studies and discuss what andragogic is
sues we can observe in leisure and tour
ism studies? How are these problems 
observed by authors of different pro
files? Can we speak about ‘cultural’ 
and ‘educational’ tourism in a way that 
makes sense? As I stated in the begin
ning of this article, leisure andragogy is 
a multi and interdisciplinary field: ana
lyzing other scholars’ work in the fields 
of leisure and tourism study enrich our 
analysis of leisure andragogy as well.  

andragOgIC	ISSUES	In	LEISUrE	
and	tOUrISm	StUdIES

… In leisure studies
Interest in the leisureeducation of 
adults has a long history (Komensky, 
Pestalozzi, Rousseau, Frobel, Veblen 
etc). Even during ancient times, there 
was a number of thinkers (Plato, Aris
totle, Epicure, Seneca) who had inter
esting ideas and considerably contrib
uted to the Renaissance as well as to 
the contemporary theories of leisure 
and education  (e.g. de Grazia being a 
typical example). Philosophically, lei
sure was perceived as a method of per
sonal growth and social advancement 
in Athens of the fifth century BC. This 
period was considered the ’golden age’, 
recognized for its various intellectual 
advances. Roughly, for Greeks leisure 
was freedom for as well as freedom 
from. In an etymological sense, authors 
often stated that the Greek term for lei
sure ’schole’ has since evolved into 
words such as ’school’ and ’scholar’ 
(Nardo, 2005; Koshar, 2002; et al.).

Although leisure used to be an issue 
of consideration for even antique phi
losophers, scientific research into the 
topic is of a much later date. The first 
research attempts were made in the late 
19th and early 20th century, i.e. at the 
time of higher economic progress of so
cieties, at a time of rapid changes in the 
work/leisure time relation and a time of 
numerous scientific achievements (more 
in: Koshar, 2002). The fact that scien
tific research on leisure was first carried 
out by economists and sociologists is 
not in the least accidental. They no
ticed both the individual and social 
consequences of changes related to 
workleisure while studying processes 
in a society.

There are many investigations con
firming the close relationship between 
the productivity of labour and the 
quantitative relationship between lei
sure and work time. Let us remind our
selves of Mather’s research dating from 
1893, Abbe’s work from 1900, Ver
non’s research during the first world 
war, and of Strumilin who conducted 
studies during the nineteen twenties. 
These are only a few of the classical in
vestigations, not to mention the numer
ous contemporary ones which confirm 
that duration of working time is not 
the most relevant indicator of produc
tivity (Godbey & Robinson, 2005). 
Factors such as the quality of leisure 
and adult education have emerged as 
significant. 

However, the pure impulse for lei
sure research was initiated by the pro
grammes and opening of classes for the 
leisure studies (from mid20th century) 
all over the world. In recent times we 
have witnessed an incredible increase in 
empirical research in this field. The 
modern and postmodern approaches to 
leisure have a holistic character that 
contributes to leisuretravel research. 
Socioeconomic analyses (Aguiar and 
Hurst, 2009; 2006), as well as the re
sults of research conducted by the au
thors of different scientific profiles, 
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have shown that leisure has become 
one of the central domains in the life of 
modern man.

The abundance and diversity of 
these pieces of research signals that lei
sure and consequently leisure education 
has become an important scientific 
field. It should be noted that there are 
many serious studies of leisure, whose 
authors, however, are not primarily 
pedagogues and andragogues. The au
thors of these studies usually depart ei
ther from an economic, or sociological, 
philosophical  or any other point of 
view and address issues of education, 
even if it were reduced to educational 
preparedness for spending leisure time. 
The accepted classification of leisure in
to ‘serious’ and ‘casual’, originally 
made by Stebbins (2000), has educa
tion as a criterion in its basis.

It is surprising that, although leisure 
education attracts increasing attention 
in leisure studies during the past dec
ades in terms of both the development 
of theories and empirical research, and 
there is ample literature throughout the 
world, in andragogic literature it does 
not yet receive adequate place.

... In tourism studies 
Parallel with its economic aspects, oth
er facets of tourism such as the social, 

psychological, cultural etc. have been 
elucidated (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009; 
Deuschl, 2006; Franklin & Crang, 
2001; Foggin, 2000; et al.). There are a 
growing number of authors who be
lieve that the sciences such as psychol
ogy, pedagogy and andragogy should 
have the central role in researching 
tourism, more so than for example eco
nomics. 

Some of these authors (TrappFal
lon, 2002, 297; Botterill, 2001, 199) 
note that despite recent moves to em
brace more pluralist approaches, it 
could be argued that much of the ex
tant work in tourism studies remains 
dominated by methodological ap
proaches that are heavily influenced by 
the positivist tradition. Indeed, the pre
eminence of this tradition in tourism 
studies has inhibited the development 
of alternative theories and hypotheses 
to understand and explain the signifi
cance of the phenomenon known as 
tourism. Moreover, while tourism re
search has long drawn on a range of 
disciplines, its scholars have too rarely 
enriched the field by engaging with the 
wider epistemological questions, which 
animate those disciplines and have too 
often overlooked potentially insightful 
methodological approaches.

Although education might or might 
not be directly seen as a component of 
tourism, education has an important 
role in helping to provide a sustainable 
supply of quality tourism. It is difficult 
to underestimate the role of education 
not only in ecotourism or parktour
ism, fields where there is a lot of re
search interest, but also in tourism in 
the broadest sense.

For example, some empirical re
search shows that learning is consist
ently rated as one of the most impor
tant motivations of natureinterested 
tourists. Stein and others (2003, 426) 
are right in their opinion that nature
based tourism and recreation planners 
need to understand that people take 
different approaches to or have differ
ent perceptions of learning, as evi
denced in their associated motivations 
for visiting a recreation site. These re
sults suggest the value of adopting a 
more holistic and pluralist approach to 
designing educational opportunities for 
tourists. Others find out that education 
during recreational engagements can 
result in more environmentally respon
sible behaviour (Palmberg & Kuru, 
2000).

In parallel with the growing study of 
tourism and study of leisure the sophis
tication and specificity of questions 
asked about leisure/tourism education 
become more precise. As an illustration 
of this process, it is argued by some au
thors that it is no longer useful to ask 
broad questions such as: ’Why do peo
ple travel?’ Instead these kinds of ques
tions are seen as subdivided into a mul
titude of subtle subquestions which 
specify the attributes and educational 
needs of groups of people as well as si
multaneously identifying the nature 
and educational opportunity of tourism 
settings and services. Some case studies 
regarding Western European tourism 
communicate changes in tourism devel
opment and practices and reflect how 
tourism development seeks new ways 
of tourism thinking (Voase, 2002).

Glossary box 

Andragogy	(‘man-learning’)……	 a	theory	on	adult	education,	focusing	on	
learning	strategies	and	motivations	of	adult	learning.	distinct	from	pedagogy	
(‘child-learning’).

Leisure studies…..	a	multisdisciplinary	field	of	scientific	inquiry	dealing	
with	leisure,	or	’free	time’.	traditionally	leisure	has	been	studied	from	within	
traditional	sciences	(e.g.	by	psychologists,	sociologists	etc.)	but	there	are	signs	
of	the	emergence	of	a	separate	discipline	of	leisure	studies.

Tourism studies....a	subfield	of	leisure	studies.	a	multidisciplinary,	growing	field	
of	inquiry	into	the	phenomenon	of	tourism.

Leisure andragogy.....an	emerging	scientific	discipline	focusing	on	adult	
learning	for	and	during	leisure.	draws	influences	and	inspiration	from	the	
fields	of	andragogy,	leisure	and	tourism	studies.

Tourism andragogy.....a	subfield	of	leisure	andragogy,	dealing	with	the	specific	
theme	of	adult	learning	through	travel	and	tourism.
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… As a component of cultural and 
educational tourism
In tourism literature the education of 
adults is mostly correlated with so 
called ‘cultural tourism’ and ‘educa
tional tourism’.

Cultural tourism
It is often stressed that one of the most 
important components of cultural tour
ism is education  teaching and learning 
about cultural values of a specific desti
nation. Cultural tourism focuses per
haps more on the social rather than the 
physical environment, the latter of 
which is the domain of ecotourism. 
However, it is difficult to define cultur
al tourism in a way that makes sense. 
Why so? Let us concentrate ourselves 
on the definitions of cultural tourism.  
A definition of cultural tourism is rele
vant for my attitude towards this whole 
notion. Namely, I find that cultural 
tourism should be perceived as a con
cept, even a philosophy of travelling 
rather than a type, branch or sector of 
tourism.  There are many  reasons for 
such attitude. The fact that it is difficult 
to define it in a way that makes sense is 
just one of the reasons.

• Most of the definitions include 
words such as ‘tourism’ and/or ‘cul
ture’ and/or ‘cultural resources’. A 
typical definition could be: ‘Cultural 
tourism is tourism based on cultural 
resources, which include traditions, 
different ways of life as well as art, 
historic buildings and the like’. 

There seems to be a logical mistake 
in this definition. We cannot define one 
notion with the same notion using the 
same terms.

• Cultural tourism generally refers 
to tourism that emphasizes the tradi
tional, environmental, historical, ar
chitectural and other such assets of a 
destination. 
The meaning of cultural tourism 

should be much broader than a focus 

on palaces, cathedrals, temples, or any 
other historical destination, national 
galleries, ethnic cuisines, music, festi
vals, crafts and so on (Prentice, 1997). 
It is not possible to list all cultural val
ues and goods that could be in a tour
ist’s interest.

• The various definitions of both 
culture and tourism suggest different 
ways to understand the culturetour
ism partnership (Hughes, 2002).
Particularly disputable are defini

tions based on the elements, which are 
contents of particular definitions of 
both culture and tourism. Furthermore, 
some definitions are a mechanical sum 
of those elements.

• Some definitions present cultural 
tourism as a tourism branch, which 
sheds light on different aspects of 
cultural differences (more in Yildiz, 
& Yilmaz, 2007).
Is there any type of tourism that 

does not do the same? This is not spe
cificum only of cultural tourism. 

• The definition of the term ‘cultural 
tourism’ can be more or less general. 
It can be used in an academic sense, 
as well as in a practical, theoretical, 
concrete and abstract sense (Wood
side et al., 1999).
With regard to the current theoreti

cal opinions about cultural tourism, a 
common conclusion could be that the 
discussions about this problem obvi
ously abound with dilemmas, inequali
ties, differences and notional diversi
ties. By all accounts, cultural tourism is 
more a descriptive than a normative 
term. In my personal point of view, cul
tural tourism should be perceived as a 
concept, even a philosophy of travel
ling rather than a type, branch or sec
tor of tourism. There are also other 
possibilities than just looking at vari
ous definitions. Is it possible to speak 
about ‘uncultured tourism’? 

Education tourism
Similarly, as education can be interpret
ed in a wider and narrower sense, so 

can also educational activities in and 
for travel. In a broader sense, educa
tional elements, especially nonformal 
and informal education and learning 
are possible in any type of tourism. The 
results of many research projects illus
trate that even in leisure travel tourists 
perceive education as one of its more 
significant functions (e.g. Kačavenda
Radić & Radić, 2009; Rowe, 2002). 
Let us recall just how thorough Fromm 
is when he says that any productive 
and spontaneous activity, deriving from 
man’s interests (and any leisure travel is 
rooted in interests), is causing some
thing in him or her. While we read, en
joy natural beauty, talk to friends, etc., 
we are not the same after this experi
ence as we were before it.

In a narrower sense, ‘education tour
ism’ or ‘tourism education’ means trav
elling with a predominant educational 
purpose. In research literature these 
two terms are often used to denote two 
or more notions with different con
tents.

The range of approaches to educa
tion tourism or tourism education is 
wide (Airey, 2008; Tribe & Airey, 
2007; McKersher, 2002). Approaches 
include: 

• From a branch or type of tourism 
to absolutely individual motives; 
• From any programme in which 
participants travel to a location as a 
group with the primary purpose of 
engaging in a learning experience di
rectly related to the location, to stu
dent exchanges between educational 
institutions;
• From education in tourism in the 
broadest sense as education of tour
ist, to tourism education as the ini
tial education of tourism profes
sionals. 
The notional and terminological 
lack of coordination and differences 
hamper study to a great extent. Re
gardless of that, it is evident that the 
popularity of educational tourism in 
the tourism market increases and it 
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is likely to continue to do so.
We can conclude that science(s) 
dealing with education and 
science(s) dealing with tourism are 
yet to develop their place and role 
regarding the possibilities of elevat
ing the quality of life in leisure time 
and the possibility of developing and 
changing the contents and the un
derstanding of the value of leisure
travel education. There is hope that 
the emerging discipline of leisure an
dragogy will do better in raising the 
quality of leisure.
At this stage of development the ’an

dragogic’ findings of scholars of differ
ent profiles in leisure and tourism fields 
should be interpreted as irrefutable 
proof of their recognition of the un
breakable link between learning/educa
tion of adults and leisure/tourism rath
er than a ’random’ collection of the re
sults of the study of other sciences 
made by leisure andragogy. At the same 
time, it is the proof of the multidiscipli
nary and interdisciplinary character of 
leisure/tourism educational problems.

COnCLUSIOn

Leisure education of adults has long 
been recognized as part of the field of 
education, but has not been broadly 
implemented. Tourism as an issue of 
andragogic interest does not have a 
long history, if any. The study of tour
ism and travel, from an andragogic 
perspective, is at its initial stage. It 
seems that research into andragogic is
sues of travel have been carried out 
more in the realms of leisure and tour
ism studies than in andragogic study.

Although the process of constitution 
and scientific foundations of leisure an
dragogy as scientific discipline is at the 
very beginning, tourismeducational 
problems should be recognized as de
terminable, indispensable and signifi
cant part of this process. The theory of 
tourism education and learning of 
adults and structure of the scientific 
fields of tourism andragogy should be 

formulated based on a lifelong learning 
philosophy.

Education and leisure travel of 
adults meet each other, have their tan
gental points, reflex and overlap, at 
least, in:

• Science(s) of education,
• Science(s) of tourism and 
• Science(s) of leisure. 

E N d N O T E S
1  Phylogenetic, as related to the 

evolutionary development of an 
organism; i.e. this phenomenon has 
existed as long as mankind itself.

 Onthogenetic, as in the life cycle of 
an individual
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Notebook of an educational 
travel organizer

Karlheinz Dürr

What makes education travel unique? What does a trip 

organizer have to consider when taking a group abroad 

to learn? In this candid article, drawing on the 

experience of a decade of leading adult education trips, 

Karlheinz Dürr discusses the promises and pitfalls of 

educational  travel.

The German poet and statesman Jo
hann Wolfgang von Goethe once said 
that a wise man could find true educa
tion only through journeying. Even 
though he himself actually accom
plished only one longer study travel 
abroad – his famous journey to Italy, 
where he stayed for twenty months, 
studying the country’s architecture, art, 
culture – and aborted two other travels 
there prematurely, his statement rings 
true and seems to be confirmed by 
thousands of ’study travellers’ seeking 
insight, more profound knowledge and 
understanding of other countries, cul
tures and peoples. Indeed, many, if not 
most, people believe travelling to be ed
ucative. 

Is this so? Study travels form just 
one (and indeed very small) part of that 
huge and still growing economical sec
tor called tourism. Tourism involves 
travelling to different, often but not al
ways remote, foreign or unknown plac
es –but not necessarily for ‘educative’ 

reasons. On the contrary: modern mass 
tourism aims at anything but an enrich
ment of people’s minds and knowledge. 
It has created a mass transportation 
system in which every day thousands of 
planes spit out sun and funseekers 
across the globe’s beaches and resorts. 

Ever cheaper airfares, lastminute 
bookings and all inclusivearrange
ments may have, in a way, ‘democra
tized ‘touristic opportunities – insofar 
as they are available and affordable to 
virtually everybody in the developed 
societies regardless of their income, 
wealth and social status. But to what 
end? Mass tourism is not only ecologi
cally problematic, it is also problematic 
in terms of its effects on a balanced and 
sustainable development of poor coun
tries, for instance in Africa. But of 
greater interest here is the fact that 
people are shuttled from their home to 
any foreign country and back again 
without ever seeing any of the sights 
and cultural achievements of their host 

country, not to mention speaking to 
‘the natives’ (apart from the staff and 
servants in those facilities) – tourists 
only get to see the shops, bars, restau
rants, hotels and leisure facilities of 
their holiday resort. 

The main question asked in this arti
cle is: What is different with study trav
els? What separates them from other 
forms of tourism? The peculiarities of 
study travel lead us to our other main 
theme: the study trip from the organiz
er’s point of view. What are the very 
basics of organizing educational travel?

In trying to find an answer to these 
questions, we have to look more close
ly at the term ‘study travel’ with regard 
to

• organisations offering study trav
els and their objectives
• target groups for study travel of
fers and their motivation
• content elements and criteria for 
educational travels
• learning in the context of travel
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• practical issues of travel organiz
ing: financial and legal peculiarities 
of study travels

OrganIzatIOnS	OffErIng	StUdY	
travELS	and	tHEIr	OBjECtIvES

Germans, statistically still the ‘world 
champions’ in travelling abroad, can 
choose from a wide range of study 
travel offers – as is the case in many 
other European countries:

• ‘Studienreisen’ (study travel) of
fered by commercial companies 
which are, however, primarily active 
in mass tourism. Through the addi
tional product of study travels these 
companies hope to improve their 
market position and capture a share 
of the evergrowing market of elder
ly, educated and welloff customers 
who have no or little inclination to 
join in the mass touristic circus.
• Studienreisen offered by large 
(food) chain retailers like Aldi, Lidl 
and Penny which have at least a dec
ade ago entered the mass tourism 
sector with highly aggressive mar
keting and competitively priced of
fers (‘Schnäppchenreisen’, i.e. bar
gainprice travels). Even though the 
majority of their offers are of the 
beach and deckchair type, their ver
sion of study travels promises educa
tional bonuses, such as a couple of 
visits to historic sites, a cathedral, a 
mosque or an antiquity. 
• Travel offers like ‘Biblical travels’ 
to Israel, pilgrimages from various 
places to Santiago de Compostela in 
Spain, spiritual or philosophical 
travels, language study travels, cul
tural travels, concerto and opera 
travels and such, while directed at 
highly specialised target groups, are 
nevertheless a highly successful and 
increasingly profitable branch of 
tourism. Almost all big commercial 
mass tourism firms offer such trav
els, as do confessional or churchaf
filiated organisations and specialised 
agencies. 

mercial firm offers a product for a 
more or less tailored travel itinerary. 
The GO or NGO may or may not add 
certain elements to the programme but 
in any case recruits and supplies a 
group of participants. Therefore, we 
can, in fact, for the purposes of this 
brief description consider these two ac
tors (NGO/GO’s and commercial agen
cies) together. 

When organised by NGOs, these 
travels are likely to be noncommercial 
or profitoriented offers, even though 
financial windfalls may, of course, be 
helpful and welcome. If a commercial 
group agency is a partner in a project, 
then the NGO as the main carrier has 
to ensure that their partner’s commer
cial interests (i.e. a surplus) are safe
guarded. 

The destinations of educational trav
els are hardly ever identical with the 
usual destinations of mass tourism. Pal
ma de Mallorca, Antalya or Hurghada 
may have more to offer than meets the 
eye at first sight. Nevertheless, those 
towns are hardly representative for 
Spain, Turkey or Egypt. In such envi
ronments, surrounded almost exclu
sively by fellow tourists, one cannot 
learn about the political, social or cul
tural problems of the host country. 

targEt	grOUPS	Of	EdUCatIOnaL	
travELS	and	tHEIr	mOtIvatIOn

We can safely presume that there is no 
clearcut definition of the motivation 
for participating in an educational trav
el. People may experience a different 
mix of motivational factors contribut
ing to their travel decision: 

• physical factors, such as recrea
tion, wellbeing, relaxation
• psychological factors, such as self
realisation, awarenessraising, 
searching for a meaning in life
• social and interpersonal factors 
such as contact with others, travel
ling in groups, team spirit, meeting 
people, friendship

• Commercial travel agencies focus
ing exclusively on group study trav
els, sometimes for very special 
groups such as students or pupils. 
These offers are usually of a higher 
educational quality than the above
mentioned products. However, many 
of these agencies do not recruit the 
participants for their group travels 
themselves. For finding the groups, 
they often have to sell their product 
to other (governmental or nongov
ernmental) organisations (adult 
learning centres, educational institu
tions, social clubs, sports clubs, vol
untary associations etc.) with the de
sire to offer such a travel to their 
members, participants or other cli
entele. 
• Noncommercial study travel of
fers organised by a variety of non
governmental (sometimes even gov
ernmental) organisations, such as 
adult learning centres, European 
academies, churchaffiliated acade
mies, and so forth. Their main inter
est is not to sell a marketeffective 
product with the declared aim to 
achieve a profit; instead, the incen
tive to organise such travels are pri
marily, often even exclusively, educa
tive. However, for organisational, 
logistical and financial reasons, they 
more often than not have to ‘buy’ a 
packet product from a commercial 
group travel agency to which they 
may add their individual program
matic objectives.
Of these five kinds of travel forms 

listed above, certainly only the last 
three really deserve to be called study 
travel. In fact, to distinguish these more 
clearly from the other (in this author’s 
opinion falsely named)offers, I shall, 
for the purposes of this article, use 
henceforth the term ’educational travel’ 
when referring to these last three travel 
forms.

Commercial group tourist agencies 
act frequently as partners or subcon
tractors for GOs or NGOs: the com
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• educational and cultural factors, 
such as gaining insight, learning 
about another culture or country, 
studying a language
• statusrelated factors, such as gain
ing recognition or status by travel
ling to special places.
These basic motivational factors can 

indeed – in a very general sense – be 
connected with certain sociological mi
lieus:

• Young people are generally more 
inclined to see travelling as an op
portunity for their selfrealisation, 
for action, adventure, physical fit
ness, sports, or acquiring special 
skills or knowledge, such as foreign 
languages.
• Highly educated people prefer 
travel offers containing educational 
or cultural elements on a relatively 
high level. This may be especially 
true for people past middle age, who 
are usually well established in life, 
or are past their professional careers, 
or past their childraising life period. 
Now they feel to have more time 
available for their own educational 
interests, their personal enrichment 
or development. They are usually 
less inclined to participate in fun 
and sunseeking group travels or 
mass tourism. 
• People with a normal, i.e. ‘mid
range’ educational background may 
be more inclined to seek quietude, 
classical trips to interesting sights 
with some, but not too many, educa
tional elements. Good infrastructure, 
clean hotels, no nervewracking dis
turbances and functioning service 
are priorities for them. 
• People of a lower educational 
background prefer offers which are 
cheap, value for little money, beach, 
sun, public partying, all inclusive, 
combined with a lot of fastliving 
entertainment and the least possible 
training effects for their brain cells. 
I am aware that this might sound ar

rogant and provocative but I emphasise 

again that most people will experience 
a mix of two or more of these factors. 
Whoever plans and implements a study 
trip should never forget that education 
and culture can and should be com
bined with elements of entertainment, 
fun, and enjoyment. 

Educational travels can be seen as an 
increasingly important format of life
long learning, which, in itself, is a deci
sive aim in education. Earlier genera
tions went to school, became appren
ticed to a craft or studied at university. 
Once finished, they worked in their 
profession for the rest of their lives. 
Nowadays, typical biographies in the 
Western societies show two or more 
significant requalification turning 
points. Frequently, a longer period of 
unemployment is a major stimulus for 
acquiring a new or different or higher 
qualification. In fact, we need to con
tinue learning throughout our lifetimes. 
A number of factors have contributed 
to an increase in our lifespans and an 
average of 15 additional years of life 
can be expected after retirement. In 
consequence, relatively fit and enter
prising senior citizens are looking for 

meaningful agendas to fill their days, so 
‘Education of the Third Age’ has be
come a rapidly growing sector. Add to 
that the fact that many mature citizens 
live in much better financial conditions 
than any of the older generations in 
earlier times. 

Those people want to do something 
meaningful with their time. For them, 
sitting in front of the telly is not neces
sarily their idea of a satisfactory life. 
Being sixty and starting to learn the 
Cantonese language? No problem. 
You’ve always dreamt of doing that pil
grimage to Santiago? You’re seventy 
but fit – so why not? The offers abound 
on the market. Your pension is secure, 
so money is not much of a problem. 
And you have the time.

Similarly, however, the idea of learn
ing for this Third Age group of people 
is not necessarily focused on the classi
cal sitdown seminar, the academic
style lecture or the debate club. Outgo
ing activities are required, so, besides 
health and wellness programmes, ex
cursions and travel seem to be among 
the top priorities of elderly people. In 
fact, the tourism industry discovered 
this years ago. Golden or silver agers, 
generation Gold, generation 50plus, 
Third Agers, senior citizens and mature 
consumers are just some of the many 
euphemistic denominations given to 
this particular age and consumer 
group. Many consumer studies show 
that his group is considered to have 
aboveaverage purchasing power and 
are prepared to spend more money, es
pecially on things they may have 
missed during their family phase or 
professional life. However, they insist 
on quality. 

Third Agers require special market
ing efforts. Not only are their interests 
relatively individualised so that the age 
group as such is highly heterogeneous 
with regard to their needs, but they are 
also open to the new communication 
media. Already one third of senior citi
zens in Germany is regularly online and 

Karlheinz Dürr’s role as educational 
trip leader has taken him near and far, 
here in Egypt.  
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use the Internet for 78 hours a week. 
One of their main online activities is 
searching for interesting offers, in par
ticular in the touristic sector. They ex
pect all relevant information including 
photos of hotels and facilities to be pre
sented at a couple of mouseclicks. They 
prefer the booking process to take 
place online and via email and they 
expect a detailed programme which 
can be downloaded on their computer. 

All of this does not mean that educa
tional travels are a format exclusively 
used by the elderly. But it is a fact that 
such travel offers, especially when or
ganised by an adult education organi
sation, will – for the abovementioned 
reasons such as money, time and inter
est – be purchased and booked prima
rily by ‘silver agers’ and not so much 
by members of the economically still 
active part of the population. 

COntEntS	and	CrItErIa	Of	
EdUCatIOnaL	travEL

As mentioned above, educational trav
els are neither beach holidays nor ad
venture travels. In fact, if planned in a 
serious way, they can be even rather 
stressful and tiring. 

Generally speaking, educational 
travels should have three objectives 
which (in whatever mix) are present in 
most programmes:

• Educational travels should enable 
participants to see and experience 
personally the travel’s destination (i.
e. a town, a country).
• In the destination, the travellers 
should be brought into contact and 
communication with citizens and in
habitants, opinion leaders, politi
cians, parliamentarians, representa
tives of culture, arts etc. of the desti
nation in their own environments.
• Thereby travellers are given the 
opportunity for intercultural learn
ing and understanding as well as for 
acquiring an attitude of tolerance to
wards other ethnicities, religions or 
life views. 

In my function as coordinator of Ed
ucational Travels for my organisation, 
the State Centre for Civic Education 
BadenWürttemberg, Germany, I have 
organised and implemented numerous 
educational travels in the past ten 
years. Since these travels are focused on 
political, economic, historical, social 
and cultural aspects, they include prac
tically all elements usually required by 
adult learners and active citizens. A few 
examples of some of our past pro
gramme content from various study 
visits to Turkey, Armenia, Albania, 
Ukraine, Scandinavian and Baltic 
states, the Balkans and other countries 
may support this point: 

• meetings and discussions with par
liamentarians (national, regional 
and local parliaments), politicians, 
party representatives
• meetings and discussions with rep
resentatives of international organi
sations, such as the European Union, 
Council of Europe, NATO, 
UNESCO etc.
• receptions at town halls, talks with 
the mayor and other local represent
atives
• meetings with economic leaders 
and entrepreneurs
• presentations of projects by adult 
learning centres, nongovernmental 
organisations etc. 
• meetings and discussions with spe
cial groups (young people’s organi
sations, women’s groups) 
• visits to and presentations of 
projects and programmes run by 
foreign organisations (British Coun
cil, GoetheInstitute, development 
aid programs etc.)

• visits to and meetings with repre
sentatives of minorities (such as Ro
ma or immigrants’ organisations 
etc.)
• meetings with (German) ambassa
dors, consuls or attachés 
• visits to universities, schools, kin
dergartens
• visits to social institutions (homes 
for the elderly, special schools for 
the handicapped, orphans’ institu
tions, street children rescue homes 
etc.)
The list makes clear that there are 

many possibilities to establish an inter
esting programme. I am convinced that 
educational travels can be more in
structive about the political, economic 
and other relevant conditions of a 
country than a whole series of exca
thedra lectures – even if only a small 
part of these programme points can in 
fact be arranged. 

Of course, this abovepresented list 
of potential contacts is neither conclu
sive nor does it make sense to include 
all these points in one normal (say, sev
en days’) travel programme. Further
more, learning about a country must 
also involve its cultural achievements 
and monuments, so there is also an ur
gent need to include a range of cultural 
establishments and other highlights 
(buildings, geological or ecological 
sites, museums, castles, churches etc.), 
as well as a fair measure of free time 
for shopping and own activities of the 
participants. This means that a travel 
of seven to ten days is in constant dan
ger of being overloaded. It may there
fore be necessary to focus the pro
gramme on rather specific topics, such 
as on certain political or social or eco
nomic issues (for instance ‘Turkey and 
the question of EU accession’ or ‘Inter
cultural learning and multiethnic soci
ety in BosniaHerzegovina’).

a	travEL	OrganIzEr’S	CHECKLISt

Educational trips cannot (and should 
not try to) compete with cheap touris

”
Senior citizens 
are the biggest 
target group 

for educational travel 
organizers – for rea-
sons of money, time 
and interest. 
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tic offers. They will always be more ex
pensive for the following reasons: 

• With regard to the travelling infra
structure, educational trips are non
standardized products, i.e. they can
not benefit much from the usual 
economies of scale which ‘normal’ 
tourist agencies can reckon with and 
which, in their calculation, will re
sult in cheaper hotel, restaurant and 
airline prices. A hotel, for instance, 
will offer the very best conditions to 
agencies which bring hundreds of 
bookings on a regular basis. Howev
er, it will not go down much on its 
room rate system for a onetime
group of 25 people – unless the 
booking is for outofseason periods. 
• In programmatic terms, an educa
tional travel is more often than not a 
unique project – in other words: the 
programme will normally not be im
plemented a second time in exactly 
the same way. For every educational 
travel, therefore, contacts and ar
rangements have to be found and es
tablished from scratch. 
• With regard to the staff involved, 
educational travels require better 
qualified and informed staff. The 
tour guide, in particular, should be 
well qualified and exceptionally well 
informed about his or her country 
or city. His or her language skills 
must be superior. Educational travel 
participants ask more questions and 
require more detailed information 
than normal tourists. If, as is often 
the case, contracting of the resident 
tour guide is left to the supplier of 
the travel arrangements, the whole 
tour could be marred by an incom
petent or uninformed guide. A better 
qualified tour guide, however, will 
probably expect higher remunera
tion.
• The one advantage of educational 
travel which possibly offsets some of 
the pricedriving forces mentioned 
above is the fact that such travels 
need not take place during the main 

touristic seasons. In other words, 
special conditions might be offered 
if, for instance, a study trip to Tur
key is scheduled for February or 
March rather than for the summer 
months. This is further helped by 
the fact that Third Age participants 
are not restricted to any given period 
anymore (say school holidays etc.). 
• Legal issues are frequently under
rated by educational travel organiz
ers. Since in adult education travel 
groups are, more often than not, 
elderly people, the danger of health 
problems occurring during the travel 
is high. A health and travel insur
ance is, therefore, a must – in fact, it 
should be made obligatory every
where. 

cannot offer an explanation for this 
occurrence. However, it was a spe
cial highlight during one of our trips 
when a lady discovered at the check
in for the flight to Georgia that she 
had forgotten her passport. Luckily, 
there was enough time, so her son 
drove 60 kilometres to bring it to 
her. Checkingin at the last moment, 
it was discovered that the passport 
had expired, but she was allowed to 
board nevertheless as long as she 
stayed with the group. It was only 
much later during the trip that she 
blushingly admitted that before her 
retirement, she had worked at her 
local passport office. 

LEarnIng	WItH	and	tHrOUgH	
EdUCatIOnaL	travELS

People enrolling for participation in an 
educational travel have the desire to 
learn about the target country or city. 
In fact, their learning impetus must be 
relatively strong, otherwise they would 
not be prepared to pay higher prices 
for visiting a country or city for which 
they could find much cheaper offers 
elsewhere. It is therefore rather surpris
ing that they do not usually bother 
much about preparing themselves for 
such special visits. The evaluation we 
carry out after most of the political ed
ucational travels organized by my insti
tution, the State Centre for Civic Edu
cation, shows quite clearly that a ma
jority of the participants did not pre
pare themselves or, if they did, they 
restricted their efforts to googling the 
country or calling up the respective 
Wikipedia information. 

In my view, profound pretravel in
formation is not always necessary. 
Some destinations are neighbouring 
countries close to our own culture or 
cities which many have visited before 
as normal tourists. However, a prepar
atory meeting is absolutely indispensa
ble if the destination

• involves health hazards of any 
kind requiring special precautions 
(vaccination etc.)

”
Leading a group 
of 30 through a 
bazaar can be a 

nightmare. 

• People tend to get lost, especially 
elderly people. Leading a group of, 
say, 30 people through a busy city 
centre or, even worse, a bazaar can 
be a nightmare and might reduce the 
lifeexpectancy of the group’s leader 
considerably. More often than not, a 
missing person will cause a lot of 
complications – missed plane con
nections, formalities at the police 
station, delays in the programme are 
only some of the problems that may 
occur. Therefore, it is not a bad idea 
to have two people accompanying 
the group – one as a ‘shepherd’, the 
other as a ‘sheepdog’. 
• A very interesting phenomenon is 
the fact that – no matter how often 
one has warned about it – there is 
often at least one person, who ap
pears at the airport or starting point 
without a valid passport or, even 
worse, has failed to apply in time for 
a visa (which are still compulsory 
for many countries). This author 
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The most important element is, in our 
experience, the ability to deliver com
petent answers to the participants’ 
questions. There is not much gained if 
the tour guide of an educational travel 
is, for instance, able to list the names of 
all abbots of a thousandyearold con
vent but unable to explain the tax sys
tem of his or her country. However, it 
is no doubt very difficult to find tour 
guides who are able to meet all those 
criteria, i.e. language skills, jargon 
knowledge and competence in fields 
like politics, economy, education and 
other such sectors. 

Educational travels should be exem
plary with regard to social and ecologi
cal awareness. It is an opportunity to 
combine the learning effect with realis
tic insight. Maybe visiting development 
projects in Namibia, orphans’ homes in 
Ecuador or streetgirl rescue pro
grammes in Nepal may be rather the 
exception than the rule in study tours. 
Nevertheless, even here in Europe, 
there is a wide range of institutions 
working for special groups, for in
stance handicapped children in 
Ukraine, war orphans in Bosnia or eld
erly Alzheimer people in Moldova, 
where participants may gain an insight 
into the difficulties faced by such or
ganizations – many of them NGOs – in 
countries where governments are, at 
best, indifferent to their problems. 

COnCLUSIOn

I believe it is possible to organise edu
cational travels with the aim to raise 
awareness for social and educational 
problems, for issues connected with the 
situation of minorities, women’s rights, 
welfare of children, care for the elderly 
and a wide range of other political, so
cial, economic, legal, historical and cul
tural aspects. Meeting people in other 
countries, listening to their problems, 
their expectations, their visions and en
gaging with them in a meaningful dia
logue is a form and format of adult 
learning and education which has been 

underrated for a long time. Learning 
‘on the spot’ about other peoples, other 
countries and other cultures is not only 
an opportunity but indeed an enrich
ment. ”

Educational 
travels should 
be exemplary 

with regard to social 
and ecological 
awareness. 

• has climatic conditions which the 
participants are not used to
• implies security issues or has a rel
atively recent history of internal or 
external strife and conflict
• has different cultural and behav
iour patterns.
The preparation could, for instance, 

be organized as a meeting of the group. 
Ideally, this preparatory meeting would 
involve a presentation of the destina
tion country, detailed information – al
so in paper form as a handout – for 
the participants and a questionandan
swer session. 

During the travel, general and de
tailed information must be provided by 
the resident tour guide. It must be en
sured already in the planning phase 
that competent guides are hired or en
gaged for the travel. There is not much 
point in using a guide who is very well 
informed on history and architecture, if 
the topic of the trip is, for instance, 
adult education. It is also important 
that the guide is prepared to act as in
terpreter on visits to institutions, meet
ings and presentations (not necessarily 
simultaneous but at least consecutive 
interpretation) and that he or she has a 
good working knowledge of the partic
ular jargon used in the field on which 
the trip’s programme is focused on.

Many tour guides, however, exag
gerate their informative functions. 
Starting with the shuttle from the air
port to the hotel, they talk nonstop. 
After a while, participants will go on 
‘internal emigration’ or ‘switch off’. In 
this case, the group’s leader must step 
in and ensure that the information giv
en is focused, relatively brief and pre
cise and delivered in a nontiring way. 
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Tamara Young and Kevin Lyons

This article reports the findings of a qualitative study 

into the experiences of a sample of backpackers who 

engaged with Aboriginal culture as part of their 

independent travels in Australia. Although the desire to 

learn about Aboriginal culture was shared by the 

backpackers in this study, the predominant activities 

undertaken as conduits to cultural learning were largely 

devoid of direct encounters with Aboriginal people. 

There was a strong awareness that cultural learning 

from an ‘insiders’ perspective could only develop over 

time spent living with Aboriginal communities. Yet, 

such immersive engagements were frequently impeded 

and the backpackers tended to partake in activities that 

focused on ‘learning culture’, thereby reinforcing their 

‘outsider’ status. These findings help explain the rise in 

a number of alternative tourism experiences, such as 

volunteer tourism, that can provide avenues to cultural 

learning, and by extension lifelong learning, through 

direct engagement with indigenous cultures.   

‘i travel because i want to 
learn…’:

Backpackers and the 

conduits of cultural learning
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IntrOdUCtIOn

Tourism has often been positioned as 
an avenue for the promotion of cultur
al learning. It is commonplace in the 
tourism literature to suggest that global 
travel provides an important context 
for informal learning opportunities as 
well as for international and crosscul
tural understanding (Edgell, 1990; 
Karshenas, 1996; Ketabi, 1996; 
O’Reilly, 2006; Montoya, 2009). Trav
el provides a means for the accumula
tion of experiential knowledge (Des
forges, 1998), a knowledge that con
trasts with that of formal education, 
with some forms of tourism now being 
recognised as important informal con
texts with the potential to be conduits 
for transformative lifelong learning 
(Andrus et al., 1995; Fairly & Tyler, 
2009). Significantly, tourists are ex
posed informally to opportunities for 
cultural exchange at the microlevel of 
direct interaction. If such opportunities 
are embraced they can sow the seeds 
for broader levels of exchange that can 
potentially help bridge the gap between 
cultures (Altbach & Lewis, 1998, 
p.54). For these reasons, political and 
community leaders, along with repre
sentatives of the tourism industry, have 
begun promoting travel as a way to de
velop tolerance and acceptance of other 
cultures among young adults (Geor
giou, 2008). Witness, for instance, the 
rise of the ‘gap year’ – an overseas trav
el experience that is a strong feature for 
young adults in countries such as the 
United Kingdom and Australia – and a 
period of ‘time out’ usually directly 
used for selfdiscovery after completing 
secondary education. Gap years are the 
focus of Helene Snee’s article in this is
sue of LLinE. 

In this paper we focus on independ
ent youth travel, popularly known as 
backpacking. Backpacker travel behav
iour is typified by lengthy periods 
abroad with independent and flexible 
itineraries that provide greater oppor
tunities to experience and be immersed 

in destination cultures (O’Reilly, 2006; 
Wearing et al., 2010). Some argue that 
the openended nature of backpacking 
creates an ideal context for informally 
learning about other cultures (Eaton, 
2010). While backpacker travel may 
indeed open the door to cultural learn
ing, how this happens is not well un
derstood. We examine some of the op
portunities for cultural learning in 
backpacker travel, specifically the expe
riences of a sample of predominantly 
European backpackers who sought out 
and engaged with Aboriginal culture as 
part of their independent travels in 
Australia. Our focus in this paper is di
rected towards the conduits of cultural 
learning used by these travellers.

InfOrmaL	LEarnIng	and	tOUrISm

The construct of informal learning has 
struggled with conceptual clarity with 
many definitions accused of being re
sidual constructions that position infor
mal learning in opposition to formal 
learning (Livingstone, 2001). Informal 
learning is knowledge development 
that takes place outside of formal insti
tutions and recognised structures of 
learning, such as schools, universities 
and training programs. Livingstone 
(1999, p.55) defines informal learning 
as ‘any activity involving the pursuit of 
understanding, knowledge or skill 
which occurs without the presence of 
externally imposed curricular criteria’. 
Informal learning has been the subject 
of occupational literature (Sawchuk, 
2008) where much formulation of in
formal learning has been researched in 
relation to work. However, such atten
tion has been less prominent in the 
tourism literature (van ‘t Klooster et 
al., 2008). Learning has been presumed 
to occur informally in cultural ex
changes where the mere immersion in a 
different culture is said to result in 
learning transformations in the tourist 
(Andrus et al., 1995; Fairly & Tyler, 
2009). MacIntosh (2004) theorized 
that informal learning constituted one 

of five dimensions of a tourist’s experi
ences but concluded that it was superfi
cial at best as the bulk of the tourist ex
perience involves gazing upon rather 
than engaging with local cultures. 
However, as a group, backpackers are 
reportedly more interested in experi
encing, participating in and learning 
about other cultures than in simply 
‘sightseeing’ (LokerMurphy & Pearce, 
1995). They represent, therefore, an 
ideal focus for understanding the inter
section of travel and informal learning 
and, by extension, lifelong learning.

SEEKIng	aUtHEntICItY	tHrOUgH	
BaCKPaCKIng

The ‘backpacker phenomenon’ (Loker, 
1993; Pearce, 1990) has received con
siderable academic attention, particu
larly since ‘at any given time, hundreds 
of thousands of young people travel the 
world for extended periods of time, 
temporarily foregoing employment or 
further formal education’ (Wearing et 
al., 2010, p.101). Backpackers display 
a variety of motivations for travel and 
incorporate a range of activities into 
their journeys. Uriely et al. (2002) 
found that backpackers seek out many 
different types of experiences during 
their travels and that their motivation 
for certain types of experiences can 
transform in a single trip. However, de
spite the tendency for backpackers to 
dabble in an array of activities, Uriely 
et al. (2002) also argue that backpack
ers are not a homogenous group and 
can be positioned along a continuum 
according to the different types of ex
periences they seek; experiences that 
range from the recreational – where 
fun and pleasure dominate – to the ex
periential, experimental, or existential 
– where learning and understanding are 
more likely. 

For many backpackers, encounters 
with (what they consider to be) the au
thentic ‘Other’ is central (Young, 
2009). Munt (1994, p.104) explains 
that backpackers are particularly inter



”
Indigenous 
cultures are 
considered ex-

emplars of an ‘au-
thentic Other’. 
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ested in indigenous cultures because 
those cultures are considered exemplars 
of an ‘authentic Other’ providing a 
stark ‘critique of mainstream culture’. 
Whilst backpackers to countries such 
as Australia, New Zealand and Canada 
are travelling to relatively familiar 
Western countries, these places provide 
opportunities to pursue cultural experi
ences considerably different to those 
that can be found elsewhere. One nota
ble example of this is evident in the 
growing number of backpackers seek
ing out Aboriginal cultural experiences 
in Australia. 

Ryan and Huyton (2000a; 2000b; 
2002) examined tourists’ interest in 
Aboriginal tourism in the Northern 
Territory and found that younger trav
ellers typically express a greater interest 
in indigenous cultural experiences. 
These tourists, whilst interested in pur
suing Aboriginal cultural encounters 
were also found to be active in seeking 
out other types of experiences ‘that de
fined or represented this part [the 
Northern Territory] of Australia’ (Ryan 
& Huyton, 2000a, p.19–20). Indeed, 
there is evidence to suggest that young 
travellers’ interest in Aboriginal culture 
may be incidental to, or an extension 
of, a desire for fun and novelty (Mo
scardo & Pearce, 1999). A small pro
portion of respondents in Ryan and 
Huyton’s (2002) study showed signifi
cant interest in Aboriginal tourism ex
periences, particularly ‘younger, female, 
better educated tourists from North 
America, the United Kingdom and Ger
many’ (Ryan & Huyton 2002, p.640). 
It could be said then that educated 
youth tourists have a greater propensi
ty for cultural learning experiences 
whilst travelling.

Moscardo and Pearce’s (1999) study 
likewise suggests that there are varying 
levels of interest shown by tourists in 
relation to indigenous cultural experi
ences in Australia. They argue that 
some visitors display little interest in 
learning about or having contact with 

ing for participants that was placed on 
the message boards of all backpacker 
hostels, youth hostels and internet cafes 
at Uluru and Darwin in The Northern 
Territory, and Cairns in Queensland. 
Informed consent was gained before 
the interviews, and pseudonyms were 
ascribed to individuals to provide ano
nymity.

The interviews were semistructured 
and covered a range of topic areas that 
examined the backpackers’ experiences 
of Aboriginal Australia. Semistruc
tured interviews were chosen to gain 
insights into the backpackers’ point of 
view, particularly in relation to their 
thoughts, perspectives and feelings, and 
the meanings they attach to their expe
riences (Patton, 1990; Fontana & Frey, 
1994; Rubin & Rubin, 1995). Inter
views included a series of openended 
questions that sought to understand the 
backpackers’ interest in Aboriginal cul
tural experiences, as well as the knowl
edge of Aboriginal Australia gained 
through travel, including what they 
had learnt and whether they felt that 
their travels had led to a greater under
standing of Aboriginal culture. The in
terviews, which lasted between 4090 
minutes, were audio recorded and later 
transcribed. 

Of the 28 backpackers included in 
this study, 14 were male and 14 were 
female. They ranged in age from 18 to 
31, with an average age of 24. The 
minimum length of stay in Australia 
was 3 months, the maximum 12 
months, with an average of around 9 
months. Over half the backpackers 
were from the United Kingdom or Irish 
Republic, being those who defined their 
nationality as English (35%), Scottish 
(7%), Irish (7%) and Welsh (4%). Oth
er nationalities represented in this sam
ple were Dutch (21%), American (7%), 
Canadian (7%), German (4%), Swed
ish (4%) and Swiss (4%). The majority 
of interviewees had completed tertiary 
education (68%). Over half (57%) held 
a Bachelors degree, and another 18% 

indigenous people and cultures. Some 
tourists were interested in participating 
in traditional activities but less interest
ed in learning about indigenous cul
tures or interacting with indigenous 
people. Their study found that there 
were also tourists who had a keen in
terest in indigenous tourism displaying 
a strong desire to have contact with in
digenous people and to learn about dif
ferent aspects of their culture. 

This brief review of the literature on 
Aboriginal tourism in Australia sug
gests that while young travellers, such 
as backpackers, are generally open to 
indigenous cultural experiences, en
gagement varies from the superficial 
through to a deeper level of interest. 
However, while research indicates that 
such a continuum exists, it has not suf
ficiently unpacked how preferences for 
a particular level of engagement with 
indigenous cultures inform the chan
nels for learning that backpackers seek. 
This paper attempts to answer this 
question through an examination of 
the ways by which cultural learning 
takes place through tourism.

mEtHOdS

An interviewbased study of interna
tional backpackers in Australia was 
conducted. Indepth interviews were 
held with 28 international backpack
ers. Nonrandom, convenience sam
pling was used to select interviewees, a 
selection process which is based on the 
participants’ proximity to the research
er and the ease with which the re
searcher can access participants (Jen
nings, 2001). The backpackers who 
participated responded to a notice call
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were currently studying at university or 
were commencing a degree upon com
pletion of their travels.

fIndIngS:	SItES	Of	LEarnIng

All participants in this study were in
terested in and intentionally sought out 
opportunities to learn informally about 
Aboriginal culture. However, while 
these learning opportunities were con
sidered important, they were part of a 
suite of activities undertaken by the re
spondents whilst backpacking. The fol
lowing comments were typical:

One of the thoughts I had when I 
was planning to [come] here was not 
only to see the beach, and not only 
to do the travelling, but you know, 
learning about the country and the 
Aborigine culture. (Saskia, 23, from 
The Netherlands)
I travel because I want to know. I 
wanted to get to know Australia, I 
want to learn about Aboriginals, 
and, well, I want to have fun of 
course. (Johan, 31, from The Neth
erlands)
Although the desire to learn about 

Aboriginal culture was shared by the 
backpackers in this study, the activities 
each backpacker undertook as conduits 
to that learning differed. These activi
ties, illustrated in Table 1 and described 
in detail below, fall into three broad 
categories: 

• Visiting educational and interpre
tive centres, including cultural cen
tres dedicated to Aboriginal culture 
or more general educational centres 
that included Aboriginal cultural ed
ucation activities and services. 
• Taking tours, including tours that 
focused specifically upon Aboriginal 
culture or adventure tours that in
cluded Aboriginal cultural learning 
activities.
• Visiting Aboriginal communities.

aBOrIgInaL	CULtUraL	CEntrES	

These centres were the most frequently 
visited sites for Aboriginal cultural ex

Aboriginal 
Cultural 
Centres

Tours with an 
Aboriginal Cultural 
Component

Aboriginal 
Communities

Adventure 
Tours

Aboriginal 
Cultural 
Tours

Amy x

James x x

Melissa x x x

Claudia x x x

Natalie x x

Cathryn x x

Tommy

Rachel x

Louisa x x

David x x

Sara x x

Angus

Isobel x x

Richard x

Rob x x

Karl x x

Saskia x x

Johan x x

Andre x

Peter x x x x

Anton

Helena x x x

Stefan

Pierre x x

Jackie x x

Troy x

Linda

Simone x

Table 1: Cultural learning experiences of the backpackers
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periences with the majority of respond
ents indicating that they had visited 
such a place. The distinguishing educa
tional features of Aboriginal cultural 
centres are the inclusion of historical 
exhibitions about local Aboriginal cul
ture, the making and selling of Aborigi
nal artefacts, and the provision of serv
ices including cultural performances 
and cultural tours (Zeppel, 2001, 
p.255). The two centres visited by most 
of the study participants are situated 
within the two Aboriginal owned na
tional parks of the Northern Territory 
(the Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park 
and the Kakadu National Park), fol
lowed by the Tjapukai Aboriginal Cul
tural Park (in Cairns, Queensland). 
Many of the respondents felt that these 
centres increased their knowledge 
about particular aspects of Aboriginal 
culture. For example:

I went to the Aboriginal cultural 
centre in Kakadu … I thought it was 
really informative ... you learn about 
some of their beliefs about the Dream-
ing. That’s really interesting. (Jackie, 
20, from the United States)

We went to the Aboriginal cultural 
centre here [in Kakadu]. It’s really in-
formative … [I learnt about] bush 
tucker and the different types of sea-
sons … It’s really fascinating. (Isobel, 
24, from Ireland)

However, this knowledge was devel
oped through activities that were limit
ed to gazing upon the exhibits and per
formances in the centres with only lim
ited interaction with Aboriginal people. 
That is, the backpackers’ interaction 
with Aboriginal people was largely lim
ited to observing cultural dance per
formances or through perfunctory ac
tivities such as purchasing entry tickets, 
souvenirs and food from the retail out
lets staffed by them. Interestingly, such 
interactions were mostly invisible to 
the backpackers in this study:

I’ve been to a lot of Aboriginal cul-
tural centres, especially travelling up 
through the Centre [Central Australia]. 

But I was very surprised that no Abo-
riginals work there, that you don’t even 
see them in the Aboriginal cultural cen-
tres. (Rachel, 28, from England)

We stopped at the cultural centre in 
Kakadu… But there’s nobody really 
there to tell you stuff. I mean, I think 
when you go to these places you should 
be told by the Aboriginals what you 
need to know. (Rob, 23, from Wales)

Those interactions that did come in
to the conscious view of study partici
pants were dismissed as being too 
staged and inauthentic:

The cultural centre at Uluru to me 
was a big disappointment. I was not 
impressed at all because you see these 
three or four Aboriginal guys in their 
jeans doing the emu dance or some-
thing and I thought it was so ridicu-
lous. (Johan, 31, from The Nether
lands)

Aboriginal Cultural Tours
Whilst most of the backpackers inter
viewed had visited cultural centres to 
learn about Aboriginal culture, most 
had chosen not to go on Aboriginal 
cultural tours (including those owned 
and operated by Aboriginal people). Of 
the few backpackers who did, they re
ported that they were expensive and 
did not meet their needs. According to 
one respondent: 

Aboriginal cultural tours are not 
aimed at backpackers … The Aborigi-
nal tour I did in Alice Springs I was sit-
ting there with mainly people of sixty 
years old. I was the only young one, 
you know, with thirty people or some-
thing. I think Aboriginal tour compa-
nies should focus a bit more on the 
backpackers as well, offer nice tours 
and not expensive. The Dreamtime 
tour was expensive … They should or-
ganise something for the backpackers. 
(Peter, 25, from The Netherlands)

However, some of the study partici
pants spoke positively of the insights 
they gained into aspects of the Aborigi
nal culture in a particular area. They 

regarded these tours as most valuable 
because of the opportunities they pro
vided for cultural interaction:

I went on a one day Aboriginal tour 
in Mt Isa [New South Wales]. It was 
guided by two Aboriginal guys, search-
ing for bush food, bush tucker, bush 
medicines and things. It was great. And 
it was very personal. You went with 
two guides, two Aboriginal guides, and 
four tourists, a really small group. 
(Karl, 24, from The Netherlands)

I went on a little walking tour in 
Fremantle [Western Australia] that was 
done by an Aborigine and he told us 
some of their Creation Stories. It was 
about Fremantle’s history from the per-
spective of the Aborigine people … It 
was fascinating. (Cathryn, 24, from 
England)

Adventure Tours
A popular activity that backpackers in 
this study sought out as a way to learn 
about Aboriginal culture was to go on 
a backpacker ‘adventure’ tour typically 
led by nonindigenous tour guides. 
These tour guides not only offered 
what was perceived as a ‘local’ Austral
ian perspective, but the tour companies 
position them as ‘experts’ on Aborigi
nal culture. That the backpackers chose 
not to go on Aboriginal cultural tours 
highlights the significant role that non
indigenous adventure tour guides play 
in educating backpackers about Abo
riginal people and their cultures. The 
tour guides’ ‘expertise’ in being able to 
impart information on local Aboriginal 
culture was noted by many of the back
packers interviewed for this study. 

The respondents who had taken 
these tours made assessments of the 
quality of the tour and their tour guides 
based on their knowledge of Aboriginal 
culture. In this context, guides were 
considered ‘good’ if they possessed sub
stantial knowledge of Aboriginal cul
ture, and ‘bad’ guides lacked such 
knowledge and cultural empathy. Al
though some backpackers judged the 
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level of knowledge provided by their 
tour guides, they rarely questioned the 
truth or factuality of the information 
provided. In this sense, if a guide 
claimed to have knowledge of Aborigi
nal culture as a result of his or her own 
experiences with Aboriginal people this 
was regarded as positive by the back
packers:

Our guide had spent a lot of time 
with Aboriginal people. He had a really 
good appreciation for their culture and 
he had a lot of respect for them. 
(Melissa, 27, from England)

Our tour guide was a guy from 
Perth with dreadlocks and everything 
and, basically, he should have been 
born an Aboriginal. He is so into the 
culture. And his van is just covered in 
books on like Aboriginal culture … 

You could ask him any question and 
he’d be able to provide you with an an-
swer. (Rob, 23, from Wales)

Visiting Aboriginal Communities
As Table 1 shows, only five respond
ents visited Aboriginal communities. 
Moreover, these visits were fleeting and 
provided only cursory opportunities to 
meet and interact with local Aboriginal 
people. In some cases the experience 
was disappointing and ambiguous:

[W]e went to a commune [sic]. You 
could ask the Aborigines some ques-
tions about their paintings while they 
were painting. But they don’t seem to 
be open to it ... You don’t know if they 
really enjoy having the tourists visit 
which I think is a barrier for non-Abo-

riginal people to approach them. (Peter, 
25, from The Netherlands)

Many of the respondents acknowl
edged that cultural immersion was un
likely as the ‘backstage’ is somewhat 
difficult to access and experiences of 
the ‘frontstage’ are far more common
place (see, MacCannell, 1989). For in
stance:

I am really interested in Aboriginal 
culture, and I just want to know, to 
learn, more about it … [But] it is hard 
to access on a non-tourism level, on a 
more one to one basis. I would get 
more out of interactions than going to 
a [cultural] centre … I would prefer to 
do it on a personal level, sit down and 
have a chat to somebody, but I believe 
this is difficult. (Andre, 22, from The 
Netherlands)

More than a piece of luggage. The backpack epitomizes the traditional backpacker 
ideal of travel; authentic, long-term, frugal and adventurous.
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Some respondents believed that cul
tural immersion was beyond the scope 
of a travel experience and that one 
needs to be more than a traveller to re
ally learn about Aboriginal culture:

I think if you want to experience 
Aboriginal life, to learn about Aborigi-
nal culture, if you are interested in 
something like that then you’d have to 
go and live with them for months. You 
can’t just expect to turn up for a week 
and have the Aboriginal experience. 
(James, 21, from England)

The above comments indicate that 
the transitory nature of travel itself can 
work against the goal of cultural inter
action and associated cultural learning. 
Whilst backpackers are considered, in 
the main, to be relatively longterm 
travellers, the large number of destina
tions of interest in a country the size of 
Australia means that they are frequent
ly on the move and rarely in one place 
long enough to develop the necessary 
social contacts that would facilitate 
greater levels of involvement with local 
people of any cultural background. 
Thus, there was a belief among the 
backpackers interviewed for this study 
that cultural learning is hard to achieve 
outside of longterm interactions. 

COnCLUSIOnS:	CULtUraL	
LEarnIng	Or	LEarnIng	CULtUrE?

A desire to learn about Aboriginal cul
ture was but one of many travel pur
suits undertaken by the backpackers in 
this study. In this sense, the research 
supports the findings of Ryan and Huy
ton (2000a) that learning about Abo
riginal culture constitutes only part of 
the overall travel experience. However, 
for the travellers in this study it was 
clear that even though they desired 
pursuing a range of other experiences 
while travelling, learning about Aborig
inal culture was certainly a priority. 
Our concern here is with the avenues 
through which this learning takes 
place.

Of significance, the activities the 
backpackers in this study chose for un
dertaking cultural learning were over
whelmingly devoid of any direct mean
ingful interaction with Aboriginal peo
ple. For most respondents cultural 
learning involved gathering informa
tion about Aboriginal culture through 
Aboriginal cultural centres and back
packer adventure tours rather than en
gaging directly with Aboriginal com
munities. Those moments of interaction 
that did occur were often superficial 
and fleeting, and typically associated 
with more functional roles associated 
with purchasing of goods and services. 
The only significant direct contact re
spondents had with Aboriginal people 
was typically through watching cultur
al performances or experienced on cul
tural tours where backpackers felt 
there was a lack of authenticity. Indeed, 
they sometimes contradicted themselves 
by stating they wanted an authentic ex
perience but then dismissed or ridiculed 
the direct engagement opportunities 
that were most likely to provide it. 

To explain this it is worth examining 
work done by cultural anthropologists 
on cultural learning. For instance, 
Kruger and Tomasello (1998, p.371) 
differentiate between individual learn
ing about a culture or ‘learning culture’ 
and ‘cultural learning’. The former re
fers to an outsider’s perspective where 
the learning about another culture is 
based on the learner’s individual exter
nal cultural reference terms. From this 
perspective, learning about any culture 
is about developing a knowledge sche
ma that builds upon the learner’s (or 
teacher’s) ways of seeing the world, 
their value systems, and their ways of 
knowing (Kruger & Tomasello, 1998). 
Conversely, cultural learning involves 
the learner developing an ‘insiders’ per
spective that includes developing and 
embracing the ‘habitus’ that underpins 
cultural knowledge from the perspec
tive of that culture (ibid., p.372). 
Learning, in this context, is not about 

being taught facts or skills alone; rath
er, it is about understanding the value 
of those facts and skills from the host 
culture’s perspective. Central to this 
distinction is the need to build the trust 
necessary to be included in and em
braced by another culture. Such a proc
ess takes not only time, but also a 
mechanism by which travellers can im

merse themselves in another culture, 
such as taking up residence.

There was a belief among respond
ents in this study that cultural learning 
could only be achieved through long
term interaction, such as ‘living with’ 
or ‘working with’ Aboriginal people. 
Authenticity of experience, therefore, 
was deemed to involve an immersion in 
another culture. This belief has reso
nance with the view of travelling that 
was epitomised by the original back
packer travellers such as explorers and 
drifters (Cohen, 1972; 1973). However, 
contemporary backpackers whilst char
acterised by longterm travel rarely 
have the luxury of openended itinerar
ies. The commodification of the alter
native tourism industry (Lyons & 
Wearing, 2008) means that backpack
ers shuffle from one set of scheduled 
activities to the next, leaving little time 
for the cultural immersion that they de
sire yet admit is largely inaccessible to 
them. 

An interesting finding of this study is 
that, unlike MacCannell’s (1989) theo
ry which suggests the search for an au
thentic experience involves seeking and 
accessing the ‘backstage’, the back
packers interviewed were, to some de
gree, aware that the backstage was not 
easily accessible to them. Rather, they 
recognised that stepping into a con
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trived version of another culture was 
less authentic than remaining true to 
their outsider status by only engaging, 
albeit begrudgingly, in ‘frontstage’ ac
tivities. Thus, the findings suggest that 
while backpackers may have a strong 
desire to engage in informal learning 
activities about Aboriginal culture, this 
learning can only occur from an ‘out
sider’s’ perspective. Conversely, true 
cultural learning, from an ‘insider’s’ 
perspective, can only develop over time 
spent living and interacting with Abo
riginal communities. The respondents 
in this instance recognised that this 
deeper understanding was not possible 
for very pragmatic reasons and so they 
chose to engage in activities that fo
cused on ‘learning culture’ instead, 
thereby maintaining and reinforcing 
their outsider status. Moreover, they 
actively rejected activities that attempt
ed to cross this divide from outsider to 
insider, viewing such a compromise as 
problematic. 

Such findings explain the growing 
trend for new forms of tourism that en
able young people to engage directly 
with indigenous cultures. Volunteer, 
cultural exchange and homestay pro
grams each claim to provide opportuni
ties for young travellers to engage in 
meaningful direct interaction with oth
er cultures (Young, 2008; Lyons & 
Wearing, 2010). Of course, some of 
these programs, like tourism more gen
erally, have been criticised as a new 
form of cultural imperialism that 
change and end up exploiting the com
munities that are visited (Lyons & 
Wearing, 2010). Therefore, further re
search is needed that examines such 
programs and considers the cultural 
learning opportunities these activities 
afford backpackers and other types of 
culturally interested tourists.
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Helene Snee

This article provides an introduction to overseas gap 

years, an increasingly popular way of taking time out 

between school and university. These experiences are 

often defined as a means of individual selfdevelopment 

and an opportunity for young people to ‘broaden their 

horizons’. The article highlights three potential ways 

gap years are said to be learning experiences: 

encouraging cultural understanding; skills and career 

development; and enabling identity work. Thinking 

critically about overseas gap years helps us to remember 

that any benefits should not be taken for granted and 

that they arise in particular social contexts.

does travel broaden 
the mind?

a critical review of 
learning through the gap 
year 
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IntrOdUCtIOn

It has become increasingly popular in 
the UK (and Europe) to take a ‘gap 
year’. Jones (2004) defines a gap year 
as: 

… any period of time between 3 and 
24 months which an individual ‘takes 
out’ of formal education, training or 
the workplace, and where the time out 
sits in the context of a longer career 
trajectory. (Jones, 2004, 8)

Gap years may be taken at various 
stages in a person’s life, for example af
ter university or as a career break. Gap 
years may also involve activities in 
one’s home country, for example volun
teering or working to fund further 
study. Taking time out overseas is par
ticularly popular, however. Heath 
(2009) draws upon the UK’s Youth Co
hort Study to highlight this preference:
47 per cent of those respondents who 
intended to take a pre-university gap 
year in 2001-2002 planned to work or 
travel overseas, although in practice 
only 37 per cent of those who actually 
took a pre-university gap year achieved 
their goal. (Heath, 2009, 37)

Even though not everyone is able to 
take their gap year overseas, it is clearly 
an aspiration for many. These experi
ences can encompass travelling (usually 
independently organised), working, 
volunteering, or a combination of the 
three, and are defined as a means of 
selfdevelopment. Young people may 
also spend varying amounts of time 
overseas during their gap year, from 
longterm volunteering placements to 
short periods of travel interspersed 
with working back home.

This article focuses on gap years af
ter school and before entry into higher 
education that are taken overseas. It 
examines their status as educational ex
periences, beginning with a brief dis
cussion of the popularity of overseas 
gap years and why they are seen to be 
appropriate for young people at transi
tional moments. The article then re
views the field of gap year research, 

supplemented by findings from my own 
study (Snee, 2009). It concludes with 
some reflections on the implications for 
those interested in gap years as learning 
experiences. I suggest that rather than 
focusing on gap years as an individual 
rite of passage, we need to consider the 
gap year in its historical, cultural and 
social context and as a collective expe
rience. Furthermore, I argue that the 
benefits of gap years should not be tak
en for granted. 

tHE	rISE	Of	tHE	gaP	YEar

Unfortunately, it is difficult to give the 
definitive number of young people 
from the UK engaged in gap years, as 
there is no single source of data that 
would be able to provide these figures 
(Jones, 2004). Drawing upon a range 
of quantitative and qualitative data, a 
report for the former Department of 
Education and Skills (Jones, 2004) sug
gests an annual participation rate of 
around 250,000. However, this in
cludes young people in the age range of 
16 to 25 and also a wide variety of gap 
year categories, including postuniver
sity, employment breaks, and those tak
en in the UK (Jones, 2004, 46). One 
way of capturing the numbers is to ex
amine data from UCAS, the body that 
manages applications to higher educa
tion in the UK. In 2009, 34,049 stu
dents who had accepted places at uni
versity deferred the start of their de
grees for one year. This was 7.1% of 
the total number of accepted applica
tions (UCAS, 2010, n.p.). Again, this 
figure includes those who do not go 
overseas and it also does not capture 
those who apply to university during or 
after their gap year (Mintel, 2005, 14). 
Industry estimates for preuniversity 
gap years seem to agree that the figure 
is in the region of 50,000 per year 
(Mintel, 2005, 14).

Gap years can be placed in the con
text of the growth in popularity of 
longterm independent travel, and ‘gap
pers’ may also be backpackers, valuing 

extended periods of budget travel with
out a fixed itinerary (O’Reilly, 2006, 
999). However, a specialised gap year 
industry has also emerged so that over
seas experiences can be undertaken 
through ‘structured’ placements. These 
are organised by charities or (increas
ingly) by commercial companies, who 
coordinate overseas accommodation, 
activities, employment, and / or volun
teering. Furthermore, a gap year guid
ance industry has emerged, consisting 
of publishers (such as Lonely Planet), 
advisory websites (such as gapyear.
com) and industry organisations like 
the Year Out Group (www.yearout
group.org). Gap years have become an 
enshrined practice in the UK, encour
aged by the education sector, govern
ment bodies and career guidance litera
ture. As noted by Simpson (2005a), the 
profile of gap years rose when the heir 
to the British throne, Prince William, 
undertook a volunteering placement in 
Chile (Simpson, 2005a, 9). Every year, 
British national newspapers run special 
features on gap years when examina
tion results are released, offering advice 
and guidance on how young people can 
spend their time out. Gapping can also 
be likened to other examples of youth 
travel as selfdevelopment, such as the 
‘big OE’ (overseas experience) in Aus
tralia and New Zealand (Inkson and 
Myers, 2003).

Gap years are thus a popular activity 
and are wellsupported as a means of 
assisting with transitional periods. So
ciologists suggest that youth transitions 
to adulthood are less certain than be
fore. Rather than common prescribed 
paths, transitions are becoming increas
ingly individualised, flexible and com
plex, which means that today’s young 
people have the task of successfully 
navigating their way with fewer frames 
of reference than previous generations. 
This is reflected in social policy, which 
has emphasised the need for young 
people to take individual responsibility 
for successful transitions and to con
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years for 1625 year olds, which at
tempts to define the practice; provide 
information on access and participa
tion; assess the benefits; review the sec
tor; and consider issues of quality and 
accreditation in the provision of gap 
year products (Jones, 2004). 

The following review of gap year lit
erature focuses on three key areas:

• Volunteer tourism in less devel
oped countries and the potential for 
overseas gap years to increase cul
tural understanding.
• The skills and benefits that are 
perceived to be gained through un
dertaking a gap year.
• How gap years have been posi
tioned as enabling individual identi
ty work.
I also draw upon my own research 

(Snee, 2009) which utilised blogs writ
ten by young people to document their 
gap years and communicate their expe
riences to their friends and family back 
home, alongside interviews with a sub
set of the bloggers. This included young 
people who undertook structured 
placements only; who undertook inde
pendent travel only; and who under
took a mixture of the two. Rather than 
concentrating on structured placements 
or backpacking, I was interested in the 
stories of young people who took time 

out between school and university that 
were selfdescribed as overseas gap 
years. One objective of the research 
was to examine how the gappers de
scribed the places they visited in order 
to understand why being away during 
a gap year is preferable to staying at 
home.

vOLUntEEr	tOUrISm	and	
CULtUraL	UndErStandIng

A central motivation for the popularity 
of gap years is the importance of ‘see
ing the world’. In the case of volunteer
ing, this intersects with altruism and 
becoming a global citizen. However, in
dependent travel also has its own con
notations of adventure, exploration 
and engaging with different cultures. 
Building upon the literature on youth 
travel, Johan (2009) suggests that over
seas gap years can help young people 
to deal with different cultural contexts 
(an important resource in contempo
rary globalising conditions) and also 
encourage learning through new expe
riences and interactions with ‘the other’ 
(Johan, 2009, 142, 144). One of the 
purposes of the overseas gap year is to 
broaden the mind and gain a greater 
understanding of cultural difference.

However, we might question the ex
tent to which cultural understanding 
can be fostered through gap years. 
Does visiting a place necessarily mean 
that you understand it? The gap year 
literature that has reflected on these ar
guments has looked at volunteering in 
less developed countries. Volunteer 
tourism is a growing sector that is pop
ular with gappers. Individuals are moti
vated to combine travel with voluntary 
work to seek:

… a tourist experience that is mutu-
ally beneficial, that will contribute not 
only to their personal development but 
also positively and directly to the so-
cial, natural and / or economic environ-
ments in which they participate. (Wear
ing, 2001, 1)

struct their own personal project of 
selfdevelopment (Brooks, 2009, 10). 
For example, Walther and Plug (2006) 
suggest that European policy initiatives 
aimed at the transition from education 
to work emphasise:

• employability (individuals need to 
ensure that they meet employer de
mands);
• lifelong learning (education and 
employment are no longer directly 
linked but an ongoing process); and
• activation (individuals need to be 
motivated) (cited in Brooks, 2009, 
5).
Gap years have emerged in this con

text, so that they are aimed at increas
ing young people’s employability 
through developing beneficial skills; are 
defined as an informal learning experi
ence; and provide evidence of young 
people being active in their develop
ment. Johan (2009) argues that ‘GYT 
[gap year travel] meets the needs of 
young people for time, place and space 
to negotiate their sense of belonging
ness and their emerging sense of iden
tity in approaching adulthood’ (Johan, 
2009, 143).

The following review of the field of 
gap year research aims to consider the 
gap year in this context. My intention 
is to provide an insight into the aca
demic work on the phenomenon but al
so to raise questions about the basis for 
gap years to be automatically assumed 
to be a ‘good thing’. It is not my inten
tion to devalue the experience, but to 
argue that we need to think carefully 
about the reasons why overseas gap 
years are encouraged.

gaP	YEar	rESEarCH

Academic research into the gap year 
has emerged from a variety of disci
plines including tourism studies, geog
raphy and the sociology of youth and 
education. A general overview of the 
gap year sector can be found in a re
port on behalf of the former Depart
ment of Education and Skills on gap 

Where to? In the relative freedom of 
being neither student nor employee, 
many don the role of a traveler during 
a gap year.
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Such experiences are often put for
ward as enabling volunteers to under
stand local cultures and the issues fac
ing communities through crosscultural 
interaction (Raymond and Hall, 2008, 
531). Guttentag (2009) argues, howev
er, that the research on volunteer tour
ism which focuses on profiling volun
teers and their motivations often does 
not engage with its negative impacts. 
This results in a presumption that vol
unteer tourism is beneficial for host 
communities without reflecting upon 
the claims that are made. Critical work 
on volunteer tourism has developed to 
question some of these claims, includ
ing those which focus on gap year 
placements.

Simpson (2004; 2005a; 2005b), for 
example, offers a critical account of the 
gap year industry that provides volun
teering placements in the ‘third world’, 
finding the lack of engagement with is
sues surrounding development prob
lematic and not sufficiently addressed 
by these organisations. Her work sug
gests that the historical legacy of colo
nial expansion has impacted on how 
gap year programmes are organised, 
such as putting forward models of de
velopment based on individual effort 
rather than encouraging an under
standing of the systems and structures 
of global inequalities (Simpson, 2004, 
685). Simpson argues that young peo
ple focus on the differences encoun
tered on volunteering programmes, and 
that taking part tends to confirm what 
participants already know about these 
places (Simpson, 2005a, 208, 213). For 
example, her study of young gappers 
volunteering in Peru found that they re
produced the idea that local people 
were ‘poor but happy’, a discourse 
which does little to actually challenge 
poverty (Simpson, 2005a, 212).

Thus, whilst the gap years are mar
keted on the benefits for young people 
who participate in such programmes, 
there may not necessarily be benefits 
for the host communities. Underlying 

these concerns is that the Western vol
unteer, who may have little or no quali
fications, is positioned as an ‘expert’ or 
‘teacher’ and thus racially or culturally 
superior (Raymond and Hall, 2008, 
534). In addition, volunteers may actu
ally have a negative impact upon host 
communities, for example through per
forming unsatisfactory work, affecting 
local labour markets or even causing 
problematic changes in local cultures 
(Guttentag, 2009). These ideas have 

‘global perspective’ through volunteer
ing, including an understanding of glo
bal links, a sense of empowerment to 
make a difference, and a disposition to 
future volunteering work (Jones, 2005, 
15–17).

Not all young people who take over
seas gap years volunteer. The literature 
on backpacking documents the desires 
of young travellers to go beyond tour
ism and have authentic experiences of 
the places they visit (see O’Reilly, 2006; 
Richards and Wilson, 2004). There is 
status in being cosmopolitan and a 
‘good traveller’ (rather than a tourist) 
and to encounter difference successful
ly. This travelling status also helps to 
explain some of the perceived benefits 
of gap year travel, as these are based 
upon the cultural value of travel itself:

Travel has a long association with 
enhanced social status… Part of the 
gap year product is access to the social 
status of being ‘experienced’ and being 
travelled… The idea that travel makes 
you a more ‘interesting’ person exem-
plifies the cultural capital embedded in 
travel and gap year experiences. (Simp
son, 2004,152)

Building upon this idea of travel as 
an enriching experience, gap years are 
also aimed at developing skills that 
are advantageous in the employment 
market.

SKILLS	and	CarEEr	dEvELOPmEnt

Simpson (2004) suggests that the prac
tice of taking a gap year is an indicator 
of the ‘professionalisation’ of youth 
travel, which has shifted from being an 
alternative activity to ‘a training 
ground for future professionals’ (Simp
son, 2004, 143). Young people do not 
undertake their gap years spontaneous
ly, but are encouraged to do so, and in 
the ‘right’ way, by a number of sources 
that stress the gap years’ benefits in 
terms of skills development. The UK 
government has shown an interest in 
gap years, including the aforemen
tioned DfES report and a debate in Par

”
The legacy of 
colonial ex-
pansion has 

impacted gap year 
programmes’ 
organization.

moved into public debate in the UK, in 
part prompted by the media coverage 
of Simpson’s research. In 2007, the di
rector of VSO UK (an international de
velopment organisation) voiced her 
concerns about: ‘the number of badly 
planned and supported schemes that 
are spurious – ultimately benefiting no 
one apart from the travel companies 
that organise them’ (Ward, 2007, n.p.).

This research is not suggesting that 
volunteering itself is problematic, but 
that it is not automatically a ‘good 
thing’. Furthermore, there are implica
tions of this for the pedagogical bene
fits for young people who undertake 
these placements. Simpson (2005b) ar
gues that there is little strategy across 
the gap year industry to actually deliver 
its promised goals of crosscultural 
learning and understanding (Simpson, 
2005a, 467). Whilst he agrees with 
many of Simpson’s (2004) concerns, 
Jones (2005) suggests that crosscultur
al experiences can engender a more so
phisticated understanding of cultural 
difference and issues of development, 
but this is dependent upon the quality 
of the project (Jones 2005, 14–15). 
Moreover, young people can gain a 
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liament on gap years and volunteering 
(Hansard, 2000, cited in Heath, 2009, 
34–35). Alongside encouraging young 
people’s citizenship, this support has 
stressed how gap years are educational 
experiences. Information on the UK 
Government’s ‘Directgov’ website, for 
example, states that gap years ‘can do 
wonders for your skills, confidence and 
CV’ (Directgov, 2009, n.p.).  

The official account of the gap year 
as conducive to career development is 
reinforced through media coverage of 
the phenomenon. According to one 
commentator, gap years ‘will give you 
something impressive to add to your 
CV. Employers and university admis
sions officers love gap year students 
and the skills they acquire’ (Ford, 
2005, n.p.). Given the increase in ac
cess to higher education in the UK, it 
may be argued that standing out is in
creasingly important. Heath (2007) 
places the growth of gap years in this 
context, arguing that ‘new ways of 
gaining distinction’ are required (92). 
Furthermore, the recent economic 
downturn and record competition for 
higher education places in 2010 have 
led to suggestions that being distinctive 
is more vital than ever, and young peo
ple are urged to be strategic in making 
sure that their actions are orientated 
towards career development. A recent 
article in the Guardian newspaper re
ports that young people who miss out 
on a university place are being advised 
to be ‘selfish’ and to take a gap year to 
maximise their chances on being suc
cessful in the future (Shepherd, 2010, 
n.p.). I will return to this idea of the 
‘selfish’ gapper shortly.

How would a gap year help a stu
dent stand out? Jones (2004) summa
rises the perceived benefits of gap years 
(including those based at home) as fol
lows:

• improved educational perform
ance;
• formation and development of ed
ucational and career choices;

• reduced likelihood of future ‘drop 
out’ from education, training or em
ployment;
• improved ‘employability’ and ca
reer opportunities;
• nonacademic skills and qualifica
tions;
• social capital;
• life skills;
• developing social values.
(Jones, 2004, 58).
Many of these benefits, as noted by 

Heath (2007) and King (2009), overlap 
with the personal qualities and soft 
skills that have been identified as in
creasingly required in graduate employ
ment (Brown et al., 2003; Brown and 
Hesketh, 2004). Brown and Hesketh 
(2004) suggest that a degree is no long
er enough to be employable, and candi
dates need to demonstrate activities 
that show their ‘drive, determination 
and creative thinking’ (cited in King, 
2009, 205). Heath (2007) therefore 
suggests that gap years can add to an 
individual’s ‘personality package’ 
(Brown et al., 2003) that show they are 
employable.

There is, however, little concrete evi
dence to support the view that young 
people who undertake gap years do 
better at university or are more success
ful in employment, although it seems 
somewhat accepted that this is the case. 
This does not necessarily mean that 
young people do not gain these skills or 
benefit from undertaking gap years. We 
might question, however, the taken for 
granted nature of this selfdevelopment. 
Moreover, we might want to think 
carefully about the social groups who 
are associated with these attributes, 
and inequalities of access to the sorts of 
experiences that are seen to develop 
them. 

Until recently, gap years were also 
seen as a practice associated with privi
leged youth (Heath 2007). Certain of
ficial accounts suggest that gap years 
are now open to all:

Once the preserve of the rich and 
well-connected… gap years are now a 
must for any self-respecting student. 
(Bennett, 2008, n.p.)

However, Jones (2004) identifies the 
common characteristics of young people 
who are more likely to undertake gap 
years: white; female; relatively affluent; 
an overrepresentation of grammar 
school and private school backgrounds; 
and an underrepresentation of people 
with disabilities. In other words, similar 
inequalities that are associated with un
equal participation in higher education.

Although gap years are considered to 
be valuable experiences, much of this is 
based upon taking the ‘right kind’ of 
gap year and making the most of your 
time out. Thus some types of gap years 
are of more value than others. It has 
been suggested that there are inequali
ties of access to the more ‘valuable’ 
forms of gap year (Heath, 2007). Ac
cording to Heath, overseas gap years 
are more desirable than those based in 
the UK, despite the Government’s ef
forts to promote UKbased volunteering 
(Heath, 2007, 97). Moreover, the expe
riences of young people who have to 
work during their gap year to save for 
university are not likely to be valued as 
highly (Heath, 2007, 95). In addition, 
the expense of overseas gap years can 
be prohibitive for many. Although many 
placements are funded through sponsor
ship, the social networks of young peo
ple from less privileged backgrounds are 
less likely to be able to contribute 
(Heath, 2007, 99). We can thus see a hi
erarchy of gap year experiences, with 
overseas more valued than home, and 
structured placements more valued than 
’just backpacking’, that corresponds to 
the relative exclusiveness of these activi
ties. This was identified by a marketing 
report on the gap year industry, which 
notes that the ‘Year Out Group’ aim 
their marketing fairs mainly at students 
from independent schools:
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Although young people from state 
school are thought to make up the ma-
jority of the pre-university gap year 
market, the marketing policy of the 
Year Out Group reflects the predomi-
nance of young people from wealthier, 
middle-class backgrounds participating 
in the relatively expensive structured 
placement gap year activities. (Mintel, 
2005, 13)

What we may perceive to be the per
sonal qualities of an individual, like 
‘confidence’ or ‘creativity’, often reflect 
their social background. Bourdieu’s 
concept of cultural capital – cultural 
competences and knowledge – was de
signed to explain class differences in 
scholastic achievement. He argued that 
it was the culture of the dominant 
classes that is legitimised and rewarded 
by the education system, working 
against a commonsense view that natu
ral aptitudes could explain these differ
ences (Bourdieu, 1986). If the most 
beneficial types of gap years  those 
which contribute most to developing 
soft skills and personal qualities – are 
those in which young people from priv
ileged backgrounds are overrepresent
ed, then gap years could contribute to 
reproducing social inequality (Heath, 
2007). It is important to remember that 
cultural capital as a concept is not just 
about beneficial cultural competences, 
it is also about how these are unequally 
distributed and how they are ‘misrec
ognised’ as natural rather than tied to 
social status. The more expensive types 
of gap year, which involve overseas 
travel, can exclude those young people 
who may have the most need of addi
tional development, as they may have 
less financial, parental and school sup
port (Blackburn et al., 2005, 40).

As noted above, the career develop
ment potential of gap years centres on 
the development of advantageous per
sonal qualities. However, the motiva
tions for taking a gap year for the peo
ple involved are often not about adopt
ing a strategic approach to career de

velopment. Instead, young people may 
go overseas with a wider perspective on 
selfdevelopment. For example, the 
young people in Inkson and Myers’ 
(2003) study of overseas experiences 
reported their motivations as mainly 
cultural and social, with career devel
opment as serendipitous (but signifi
cant). They viewed the increased self
confidence and broader lifeskills they 
had developed as useful in a work envi
ronment but so were also ‘wholelife’ 
factors (Inkson and Myers, 2003, 179). 
In the next section I discuss this broad
er ‘identity work’ that the gap year is 
seen to enable. However, we might be 
sceptical about the overlap between 
what is beneficial for ‘life’ and what is 
beneficial for ‘work’ – the social and 
cultural support for gap years can be 
seen, in part, as a result of the value it 
holds for increasing life chances (i.e. 
through high status employment).

IdEntItY	WOrK	and	
tranSfOrmatIvE	LEarnIng

The idea that there is a ‘true self’ that 
can be uncovered through the practice 
of travel (and independent travel in 
particular) is a wellestablished cultural 
trope: ‘one of the classic notions about 
backpacking is that people travel to 
find themselves’ (Richards and Wilson, 
2004, 262). As noted above, the gap 
year has been presented as a period of 
time out in which young people have 
the space to engage in identity work: to 
actively create and manage an identity 
through providing experiences that can 
be incorporated into a coherent bio
graphical story or ‘narrative’ (Giddens, 
1991). Empirical studies of backpack
ers and independent travellers have 
highlighted the selfdevelopment that is 
enabled through travel. Desforges 
(2000), for example, suggests that trav
el provides meaning through investing 
in new experiences which are mobilised 
for the narration of self. This taps into 
the idea of travel as a rite of passage. 
This body of literature is referenced 

within studies of the gap year phenom
enon, for example the implications for 
identity work through gap year volun
teering as considered by Ansell (2008). 
Given that transitional moments in 
young people’s lives are considered to 
be increasingly complex and individu
alised, Ansell (2008) suggests that gap 
years enable young people to construct 
a successful identity in a contemporary, 
unpredictable context. The gap year, 
she argues, enables young people to use 
the ‘risky’ spaces of the ‘third world’ 
through the relative safety of structured 
volunteering placements for this iden
tity work. Similarly, Bagnoli (2009) ar
gues that travel enables young people 
to narrate their identity at key mo
ments in their lives. 

Johan (2009) suggests that there is 
potential in the gap year for ‘transfor
mational learning’ – to move beyond 
constructing an identity and negotiat
ing transitions to a more profound and 
deeper learning experience:

Whilst travel provides external stim-
ulus, gappers make sense of this in 
their own terms through their percep-
tions and interpretations. Transforma-
tion may manifest itself in significant 
changes of beliefs, attitudes and values 
in the evolution of a more mature iden-
tity. Transformational learning is not 
necessarily a single event, but a chain 
of continuous events, which then be-
come a lifelong learning process. (Jo
han, 2009, 148)

Johan (2009) is suggesting that the 
overseas gap year can be a prompt for 
lasting personal change, where young 
people can gain new perspectives in 
new contexts. A key discourse that 
helps to frame the gap year as a con
cept is that this is individual identity 
work:

The very term gap year is a misno-
mer; it implies a space to be filled, 
something passively waiting rather 
than a period when a young adult will 
be actively constructing an identity and 
taking responsibility for their own lives 
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in a way unlikely to be matched by 
friends going straight to university or 
college. (Price, 2008, n.p.)

The emphasis here is on taking ac
tive responsibility to ensure that young 
people make the most of their time. 
This is where I would argue that the 
discourses surrounding the gap year be
come somewhat problematic.

The pursuit of selfdevelopment on 
an individual level through undertaking 
a gap year is compatible with the domi
nant economic and social values of neo
liberalism, according to Simpson 
(2005a, 157). This is also addressed by 
Cremin (2007), who argues that how 
gap years are discussed places the re
sponsibility for advancement and self
development upon individuals, rather 
than acknowledging how choices are 
limited by economic and social condi
tions. For Cremin (2007), the problem 
with this notion of choice is that it lays 
the blame for not advancing on indi
viduals, rather than inequalities. For 
example, the ‘selfrespecting student’ 
(Bennett, 2008, n.p.) referred to above 
suggests that students who do not un
dertake a gap year do not respect them
selves! Or if students are being advised 
to be ‘selfish’ and take a gap year, are 
discussions of altruism or cultural un
derstanding just the means to encour
age young people to develop themselves 
in a particular way? We might there
fore want to think more critically about 
talking about gap year identity work, 
and whether it is beneficial for the 
young people involved or just helping 
them fit in with predominant economic 
and political values.

tELLIng	gaP	YEar	StOrIES

My own research (Snee, 2009) into 
overseas gap years looked at how gap
pers represented their experiences. One 
of the areas I addressed was whether 
their representations of ‘the other’ con
firmed established ideas, drawing upon 
the literature on volunteer tourism. 
Not everyone in my sample undertook 

volunteering placements or visited 
‘third world’ countries, but throughout 
the accounts, the gappers tended to 
stress how the places they visited were 
different, ‘exotic’ and somehow more 
authentic than ‘home’. The outcome of 
interacting with different cultures could 
result in reflections upon global issues 
(not just for those on structured place
ments) but also frustration, for exam
ple criticisms of disorder and harass
ment.

A sense of being out of place did 
lead some gappers to reflect upon the 
world and their position in it:

I could not help but feel out of 
place. I was still heavily culture 
shocked and I think the root of it was a 
great uncertainty of how the people 
around me would react. I knew that 
the Ugandan people I was surrounded 
by had a life very different to mine, 
what could I say to them? How would 
they react to my prescence[sic]? What 
if I do something to offend them? (Paul 
[Conservation Project / Independent 
Travel])

This seemed to be encouraged by 
spending an extended amount of time 
in one place, something that was more 
likely on structured placements. At the 
same time, it was difficult for the gap
pers, even those on longterm pro
grammes, to get away from precon
ceived ideas about an exotic other that 
lives a more authentic life:

If you live by subsistence farming 
you will have a very stress free life 
(providing you can grow enough!) 
Compare this to England; how many 
people pay to go to yoga classes or 
therapists, or just permanently feel 
tiered [tired]? (Christina [Teaching 
Placement])

Talking about life in Uganda, Chris
tina thought beyond the idea of ‘poor 
people who need the help of the west’. 
However, her interpretation of local life 
was that it is simpler, more traditional, 
and hence ‘stress free’, a rather roman
ticised view that does not really engage 

with structural inequalities. She also 
stressed difference rather than connec
tions. The evidence from my study sug
gested a tendency to reproduce ideas 
about ‘them and us’ (Simpson, 2004, 
688) and established ways of thinking 
about the other. So, whilst there were 
genuine desires to learn about their 
host countries and communities, they 
were somewhat limited in the ways 
they framed and understood their inter
actions with local cultures.

The skills and knowledge that the 
gappers in my study discussed gaining 
from their experience included lan
guage skills, work experience and more 
ephemeral ideas regarding knowledge 
about the world. They also reported 
personal qualities such as independ
ence, confidence and selfsufficiency. 
These were perceived to be achieved 
through being overseas and undertak
ing authentic experiences (either 
through independent travel or an ex
tended placement) that provided chal
lenges. However, there was a sense that 
these benefits were somewhat taken for 
granted:

”
Travel enables 
young people 
to narrate their 

identity at key mo-
ments in their lives. 

This trip is going to offer me so 
much, such as a good step up the ca-
reer ladder, becoming more independ-
ent, and realizing how lucky I am to 
have things in life I do. (Tim [Work 
Placement])

Tim’s thoughts neatly encapsulate 
the perceived benefits of gap years, 
combining gains in respect of future 
employment, life skills and understand
ing global issues.  In this blog extract, 
Tim was looking ahead to his gap year, 
highlighting established ideas about 
their purpose. He already knew what a 
gap year would do.
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Furthermore, the gappers made ad
ditional ‘them and us’ distinctions, this 
time between those who did and did 
not undertake the right kind of experi
ences. They were not only concerned 
with the specific skills that they accu
mulated, but also were keen to demon
strate that they were doing something 
worthwhile in contrast to others who 
were not:

The realisation that there are so 
many amazing things you can do has 
really hit me today. There is absolutely 
no need at all to be a sightseer. Wheth-
er it is teaching, working at a rescue 
centre or building furniture for Tsuna-
mi victims (as [Friend], one of the other 
GAPpers is), working in a place gives 
you so much more than just passing 
through and seeing the sights. Getting 
to know a place, networking with the 
Thais - learning the lingo and having 
fun, is infinitely more rewarding. 
(Ewan [Teaching Placement / Independ
ent Travel])

The gappers made moral distinctions 
and assigned the benefits of the right 
kind of gap year to some more than 
others. A motivating factor for taking a 
gap year for the young people in my 
study was the desire to have a break 
from formal study, but there were indi
cations that this break had to be used 
wisely. The gap year was seen as a 
onceinalifetime experience to reap 
the benefits of being away. For those 
who undertook voluntary work there 
was the additional dimension of altru
ism, driven by a genuine concern to do 
something for host communities (al
though, as suggested above, we might 
question the extent to which certain 
programmes are helpful). Yet the young 
people also made sure that they dis
tanced themselves from others who had 
poor taste, or from their peers who did 
not do something worthwhile. My 
study suggests that we might want to 
question the extent to which this really 
is individual identity work if there are 

collective boundaries being drawn be
tween ‘them and us’.

Whilst some interviewees placed 
more emphasis on the importance of 
volunteering as a worthwhile activity, 
not all make the distinction between 
‘just backpacking’ and more structured 
placements, suggesting that hierarchies 
of experience depend on a number of 
factors; it is ‘what you get out of it’ 
that is important.  This last point is re
inforced by a discussion I had with 
Owen, a blogger I interviewed who did 
not undertake a structured placement. 
Owen was particularly explicit about 
making the most of his time out.  For 
him, becoming an accomplished travel
ler and gaining the accompanying per
sonal benefits was a key goal.  He 
made distinctions between his own ac
tivities, and the gap years of friends 
and acquaintances that were less 
worthwhile:

The idea had always been there but I 
was concerned about wasting my time.  
I’d seen a lot of friends, er, take a year 
off, even just a couple of guys from 
halls, took a year off and just worked 
in Edinburgh the whole holiday and 
went out drinking and buying clothes 
and stuff. I was quite concerned I 
would get stuck in that rut. (Owen [In
dependent Travel])

The issue here is not whether taking 
a gap year does or does not increase a 
young person’s confidence or make 
them more independent. I argue that 
this is a taken for granted assumption: 
if you approach an experience with the 
idea that doing it in the right way is an 
exercise in selfdevelopment, and that 
how you talk about it centres on this 
idea, then we do not question whether 
this actually happens. Rather than as
suming that the overseas gap year 
prompts individual selfreflection and 
identity work, we can actually see col
lective representations and understand
ings of worth and value. These involve 
defining what is not worthwhile, deval
uing the experiences of others.

I would suggest that it was the way 
in which a gap year story was told as 
being worthwhile that was important, 
rather than the experience alone. This 
might not necessarily be problematic in 
and of itself. However, these ideas of 
worthwhile activity are bound up with 
the responsibility placed on young peo
ple to make the correct individual 
choices. As noted by Furlong and Cart
mel (1997) in their work on youth 
transitions, this idea of choice obscures 
the effects of economic, social and cul
tural circumstances on young people’s 
life chances. We need to think about 
the young people who are not able to 
undertake gap years, because by privi
leging certain types of activity we de
merit others. 

COnCLUSIOn

In conclusion, it has not been my inten
tion to state that gap years are a ‘good’ 
or ‘bad’ thing. Rather, they are a 
‘thing’, something that has emerged in 
a particular economic, social and cul
tural context and which is embedded in 
that context. Keeping this in mind en
sures that assumptions are not made 
about their value. Thinking about con
text also helps us think more critically 
about gap years. Assuming that taking 
a gap year overseas will engender 
crosscultural understanding loses sight 
of the historical legacies that are tied 
up with overseas travel, particularly in 
less developed countries, and the con
tinuing ways in which we view others. 
Promoting the right kind of gap year to 
develop advantageous skills in individ
uals in terms of personal / soft skills ne
glects the social inequalities that can lie 
behind such ‘natural’ traits, and privi
leges certain kinds of experience over 
others – usually those of the more for
tunate in society. This tends to be hid
den behind ideas about the individual 
identity work that can be facilitated by 
an overseas gap year. Justifications for 
the gap year that emphasise personal 
choice and responsibility obscure the 
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inherently social nature of the activity. 
Accepting that anyone is free to choose 
to do a gap year loses sight of inequali
ties and places the blame for not engag
ing in selfdevelopment on those with 
fewer resources.

ImPLICatIOnS	and	SUggEStIOnS

Recommendations from volunteer 
tourism scholars stress the need for 
such gap year programmes to have gen
uine value for local communities; to 
not assume automatic cultural learning 
but encourage reflection; and that op
portunities for genuine interaction 
should be facilitated (Raymond and 
Hall, 2008, 541). The planning and 
management of projects can mitigate 
negative impacts, but projects need to 
be aware of this and need to consider 
the needs of each community (Gutten
berg, 2009, 549). Anyone advising stu
dents on undertaking volunteering 
projects as part of their gap year may 
wish to reflect upon which placements 
take such issues into consideration. 
Furthermore, Simpson (2005a) argues 
that the gap year industry should con
sider ‘influences from adventure and 
experiential education, service learning 
and other travelbased programmes 
such as the Peace Brigade and VSO’ 
(Simpson, 2005a, 231) to develop a 
more meaningful pedagogic agenda. 
This suggests a valuable role for educa
tion researchers and practitioners to in
tervene in the gap year field.

To meet the needs of students, 
Blackburn et al. (2005) advise univer
sity departments to:

• encourage students to record their 
gap years;
• think about the differences in abil
ity that might result from taking a 
gap year when planning modules;
• not stereotype gap year students 
due to the variety that such experi
ences take.
(Blackburn et al., 2005, 39)
They also stress that, if gap years re

sult in differences in first year abilities, 

an accessible and inclusive university 
curriculum is even more important 
(Blackburn et al., 2005, 40). However, 
we need to extend gap year research to 
consider the relative success of returned 
gappers in gaining the projected bene
fits of these experiences. This kind of 
research would be able to comment 
more conclusively on whether the ben
efits of the gap year can be transferred 
into advantages in education and em
ployment, and perhaps provide insights 
into how inequalities of access can be 
challenged.

Finally, Johan (2009) suggests that 
gappers should be trained in the skills 
of reflection to enable transformational 
learning (Johan, 2009, 148). To this, I 
would add that we should always chal
lenge the idea that gap years are intrin
sically a good thing, critically consider 
the practice in context, and encourage 
young people to do the same.
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The Finnishbased NorthSouthSouth network 

programme features an innovative approach to 

international cooperation in higher education. Instead 

of traditional scholarships, the programme funds both 

teacher and student exchanges between Finland 

(North) and developing countries (South) as well as 

networking between Southern institutions (South

South). Part education cooperation, part development 

policy, the programme has been a notable success 

during its lifespan of seven years.

LLinE presents the NorthSouthSouth programme 

through three articles. The first one, written by 

Marianne Rönkä, describes the project from the 

viewpoint of its administrators. The second article by 

Pekka Toivanen is a personal account of a teacher 

exchange in Africa. In the third piece, Senyo Adzei, a 

Ghanaian, shares his experiences of student exchange 

in Finland.  

Brain circulation 
instead of brain drain
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IntrOdUCtIOn

A unique model for education coopera
tion between Finnish higher education 
institutions and developing countries 
has been created over the past 7 years. 
The NorthSouthSouth Higher Educa
tion Institution Network Programme 
aims to establish longterm cooperation 
between higher education institutions 
in Finland and their counterparts in de
veloping countries. The programme 
contributes to the UN’s Millennium 
Development Goals as well as to the 
aims of the Finnish development coop
eration policies. 

The programme is based on reci
procity and commitment of higher edu
cation institutions. It offers students 

Marianne Rönkä

North-South-South 
programme: 

looking back and forward 

and teachers an opportunity to famil
iarise themselves with crucial issues in 
development through an exchange pe-
riod abroad. The programme also pro
motes networking and collaboration 
among institutions of higher education 
in the developing countries themselves. 
Regionallevel cooperation is particu
larly encouraged through funding of 
joint intensive courses and network 
meetings that take place in the partici
pating institutions in the South.

 During 20042009 more than 700 
students and over 400 teachers have 
participated in these bilateral exchang
es. Over the past three years approxi
mately 35 intensive courses have been 
organised in Southern institutions.  A 

total of 25 higher education institu
tions (10 universities and 15 polytech
nics) from across Finland and about 64 
higher education institutions from 22 
different countries in the South have 
participated in the networks.  The most 
popular countries for cooperation have 
been Uganda, Zambia, South Africa, 
Mozambique and Tanzania. 

The Programme is funded by Fin
land’s development cooperation funds, 
and its implementation is managed by 
the Centre for International Mobility 
(CIMO, a governmental body further
ing international interaction in the 
fields of education, culture and work
ing life), based in Helsinki, Finland.
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frOm	IdEa	IntO	PraCtICE:	Start	
Of	tHE	nOrtH-SOUtH-SOUtH	
PrOgrammE

The preparations for the programme 
started in 2000, when the Department 
for Development Policy of the Finnish 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs appointed 
a working group to examine the use of 
consultants, mobility of people, coop
eration, training and volunteer work in 
developing countries. In 2001, another 
working group, preparing an interna
tional strategy for higher education in 
Finland proposed that higher education 
cooperation should be increased as a 
part of Finland’s development coopera
tion. 

At the same time CIMO, the Minis
try for Foreign Affairs, the National 
Board of Education and the Helsinki 
Deaconess Institute (a foundation of
fering services and education in social 
and health care) discussed development 
needs in higher education cooperation 
in securing consultancy resources for 
development cooperation. The group 
commissioned CIMO to conduct a sur
vey on Finnish higher education institu
tions’ links with developing countries 
in the beginning of 2002. 

The survey gave valuable informa
tion about these links, and higher edu
cation institutions also expressed their 
opinions about and needs for coopera
tion with developing countries. Accord
ing to the survey, Finnish higher educa
tion institutions seemed to have a great 
interest to develop cooperation with 
developing countries. 

On the basis of the results of the 
working groups and the survey, CIMO 
made a proposal to the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs about a mobility pro
gramme. This eventually led to the 
Ministry commissioning CIMO to ad
minister the programme on the 5th of 
February, 2004. The commission was 
accompanied by a document providing 
the framework for the NorthSouth 
Higher Education Network Programme 
and a model for how to implement it 

SubSaharan African countries, Peru 
and Egypt. 

Once launched, the programme re
sponded to a longstanding need of 
new higher education institutions. The 
enormous interest in the first call of ap
plication proved that expectations of a 
high demand were right. The quality of 
applications submitted was high, and 
CIMO had to make difficult choices 
when selecting projects to support.  

During the three year pilot a total of 
23 projects were funded and managed 
by different networks. Overall, the gen
eral goals set to the programme were 
clearly achieved.  According to the re
ports CIMO received from the projects 
the results were good, and higher edu
cation institutions were eager to con
tinue the cooperation which in many 
cases had started with NorthSouth
South funding. 

COmmItmEnt	tO	tHE	mILLEnnIUm	
dEvELOPmEnt	gOaLS

The projects supported by the pro
gramme have been committed to the 
goals and development of the pro
gramme. Already in the application 
process it is required for the applying 
parties to describe the objectives, re
sources, risks and scenarios of coopera
tion, among other things, according to 
the development cooperation funding 
guidelines.  Also in the selection proc
ess attention is paid to the project’s 
contribution to the guiding principles 
of development policy, the clarity and 
viability of the plans, and to Finnish 
expertise and knowhow in higher edu
cation collaboration.

The funding of the programme is al
located to the partnership networks, in 
which one or more higher education in
stitutions from Finland and the part
nership country/countries partake. A 
joint application is submitted by a 
Finnish institution, which will then 
function as the coordinator for the 
project.  The network model ensures 
that the experiences, new skills and in

over the agreed pilot phase from 
1.12.2003–31.12.2006.

a	new	model	of	development	
cooperation	
The NorthSouth Pilot programme in
troduced a new model. Instead of tradi
tional individual scholarships, the pro
gramme supported networks in which 
teacher and student exchanges could 
take place. The model is familiar from 
the EU education and training pro
grammes, but adapted to development 
cooperation it was a fresh approach.

”
Instead of tra-
ditional indi-
vidual scholar-

ships, the North-
South programme 
supported networks 
for teacher- student 
exchanges. 

There had naturally been coopera
tion between higher education institu
tions with developing countries before, 
funded by development instruments 
and EU programmes. Also in the re
search sector the Academy of Finland 
(a governmental funding body for sci
entific research) had administered and 
funded research collaboration for a 
longer time. The volume, however, has 
been small and not well recorded.  

the	pilot	programme
The threeyear pilot programme was to 
adhere to the goals of the United Na
tion’s Millennium Development Goals 
and Finland’s Development Policy and 
to support establishment of sustainable 
cooperation between higher education 
institutions in Finland and the South, 
with an aim to build capacity in the 
South. The pilot programme aimed at 
establishing networks of higher educa
tion institutions. In addition to Fin
land, the participating countries were 
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formation acquired through the ex
changes do not only benefit the partici
pating individuals, but have a more 
lasting impact on the institutions in
volved. 

Participating higher education insti
tutions contribute to the cooperation, 
since they cover the administrative 
costs and teachers’ salaries from their 
own budget in each network. The pro
gramme funds are mainly used for ex
penses of mobility i.e. scholarships and 
subsistence costs.

fIrSt	EvaLUatIOn	rESULtS	
In	an	ExtEndEd	PrOgrammE	

The NorthSouth programme was first 
evaluated by the Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs in 2006. Excellent results from 
the first phase and evaluation encour
aged expansion of the programme. The 
Ministry provided funding for the pro
gramme again for three years (2007–
2009).

At the same time the budget of the 
programme grew from 2,5 million Eu
ros to 4,5 million, while new forms of 
cooperation were introduced.  The new 
name of the programme “North–
South–South” (NoSoSo) reflected the 
ambition also to promote collaboration 
among higher education institutions in 
the partner countries. With South
South cooperation, the higher educa
tion institutions were able to apply 
funding not only for student and teach
er mobility but also for organizing joint 
intensive courses (these are discussed in 
depth later on) in partner institutions 
and for supporting networking activi
ties.  

Towards the end of the 2007–09 
programme period, there were 34 net
works in operation and funded through 
the programme.  The average grant per 
network was about 90 000 Euros, 
though the size of the networks varied 
greatly.

dIffErEnt	fIELdS	Of	StUdY	
BrOadLY	COvErEd

Taking into account its limited budget, 
the NorthSouthSouth programme has 
covered the Finnish higher education 
sector very broadly. A total of 25 high
er education institutions (10 universi
ties and 15 polytechnics) from across 
the country have participated in the 
programme. Finnish institutions have 
created cooperation so far with 22 dif
ferent countries, most often with coun
tries with which Finland has had long
standing development cooperation, 
such as Namibia, Zambia, Tanzania 
and Mozambique. Most links have 
been established with SouthAfrican 
higher education institutions.

The NoSoSo programme is open to 
all sectors and its networks represent a 
wide variety of fields. Social sciences 
and natural sciences have been best 
represented in the programme. Other 
networks represent sectors such as 
health care, communication and infor
mation sciences, education and teacher 
training, engineering and technology.

tEaCHEr	ExCHangE:
nEW	tEaCHIng	mEtHOdS	
CrEatEd

Many participating higher education 
institutions in the South struggle with a 
shortage of resources. According to the 
project reports, teaching visits have 
been valuable in complementing the ex
pertise of each partner. 

Teacher exchanges have enabled the 
partners to modify their own curricula 
and models of learning in accordance 
with the new knowledge attained 
through the exchange. Teacher ex
change has offered the personnel a 
great opportunity to learn about the 
working practices in a different aca
demic culture. New teaching and learn
ing methods and joint programmes 
have been developed.  

Teacher exchange has also resulted 
in personal and institutional contacts 
which will create further cooperation 

possibilities and a good basis for fur
ther academic cooperation. Networks 
have promoted research activities, in
cluding joint conferences, shared re
search material and joint articles in 
journals and scholarly books.  The du
ration of teacher exchanges can be 
from two to eight weeks. Over 400 
teachers had participated in North
SouthSouth exchanges by the end of 
2009.

However, in teacher exchanges the 
length of the exchange is often a chal
lenge. The programme itself encourages 
longer exchanges, and also teachers 
themselves would favour longer stays, 
but the challenge is the lack of resourc
es at home institutions. If the teacher 
leaves his or her ‘home’ office for a few 
months there will be no substitute for 
him or her. Therefore the exchanges 
tend to limit only to one or two weeks 
in length.

StUdEnt	ExCHangE:
CrEatIng	gLOBaL	rESPOnSIBILItY

There is an increased interest among 
Finnish students to go to Africa or oth
er developing countries for an exchan
ge period. The feedback from students 
participating in the exchanges has been 
very positive. For Finnish students, the 
programme has offered opportunities 
to study in partner institutions and also 
to go on work placements, for example 
in health care centres and forestry com
panies. According to the feedback from 
students, their awareness of cultural 
differences and global security, their re
spect for fellow human beings, human 
rights, democracy and their cultural 
sensitivity have increased.  

After their return to Finland, stu
dents have shared their experiences in 
many ways. Many have made use of 
their experiences in their final theses, or 
even in film material, which has been 
produced during the exchange. Some 
students have shared their experiences 
in the form of a book or a play or via 
blogs. Even an unofficial alumninet
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work has been created spontaneously, 
as most of the former exchange stu
dents keep in contact with the partner 
institutions and host countries, and 
with each other.  

For students from the South the ex
change has often been fruitful in terms 
of gaining academic knowledge and ex
perience. Many students have been giv
en an opportunity to participate in 
courses of high quality. For some stu
dents the exchange has influenced their 
future plans and encouraged them to 
continue their studies further. In some 
cases students have benefited from their 
exchange in terms of employment and 
career.

The duration of a student exchange 
period is from one to two terms. By the 
end of 2009 more than 700 students 
have participated in bilateral exchanges 
with NorthSouthSouth scholarships.

anOtHEr	mOdE	Of	COOPEratIOn:	
IntEnSIvE	COUrSES

An intensive course is a short study 
programme from one week to eight 
weeks that brings together students and 
teachers from different partnering insti
tutions.  These courses enable students 
and teachers to work together in multi
national and cultural groups. They 
benefit from special learning and teach
ing conditions not available in a single 
institution and gain new perspectives 
on the topic being studied.  An inten
sive course is fully credited at the home 
institution of each participating stu
dent. In the NorthSouthSouth pro
gramme these types of courses can only 
be organized in Southern institutions. 

The higher education institutions 
have reported to CIMO a number of 
qualitative results from this type of co
operation, such as new study pro
grammes, courses and teaching con
tents. Quality of teaching has improved 
by developed teaching methods and 
materials. Partnerships have produced 
new course contents, joint course mate
rials and course modules. 

Even though courses are a cost effec
tive way to gather all students and 
teachers in one place, at the same time 
they are quite timeconsuming to ar
range. There has been quite many a 
practical problem to solve: for example 
transferring currency to some countries 
has been difficult since it is not safe due 
to lack of a proper banking system. 

In the end the results from each 
course have been very positive and en
couraging. During the past three years 
approximately 35 intensive courses 
have been successfully organised in 
Southern institutions. 

PrOBLEmS	and	CHaLLEngES

Although one of the main principles in 
the programme is that studies complet
ed during the exchange period should 
be fully recognised as part of the stu
dents’ degree at their home institution, 
it has not always succeeded. Institu
tions have been advised to make a 
learning agreement between the student 
and the receiving institution in ad
vance.  Recognition of studies is a com
mon challenge for educational institu
tions in international student mobility.  

There have also been some difficul
ties to obtain insurances for incoming 
students, since not many companies of
fer suitable insurance policies. Also in 
some cases obtaining a visa has proven 
to be quite a long process. When send
ing students to new cultures and envi
ronments, there is also a cause for some 
precaution: security and health issues 
are of high importance. CIMO organ
izes a departure orientation for Finnish 
students and encourage partner institu
tions to organize both departure and 
return orientations for their own stu
dents. 

Brain drain or brain circulation? 
Everybody involved in cooperation 
with developing countries and higher 
education cooperation must address 
the risk of increased brain drain. It is 
clear that support received through de

velopment aid funds should be targeted 
at activities that create better opportu
nities in the partner countries in the 
South. In the NorthSouthSouth pro
gramme, this can be achieved when re
sources and the knowhow of the par
ticipating higher education institutions 
increase, the academic capacity of 
teachers grow, and local (Southern) 
higher education institutions become 
more attractive thanks to the longterm 
cooperation with higher education in
stitutions in the North. 

EvaLUatIng	tHE	OUtCOmES

Part of the internationalisation of 
Finnish higher education 
As has been explained above, the No
SoSo programme has complemented 
the international activities of Finnish 
higher education institutions in a signif
icant way and has provided an oppor
tunity for increased cooperation be
tween the North and the South. It is 
natural for Finland, often regarded as a 
model country in education, to focus 
on development of higher education in 
its development cooperation, too. It is 
important to understand the signifi
cance of higher education in the devel
opment of societies.

Finland needs experts that under
stand global development from various 
points of view.  The meeting of cultures 
and crosscultural knowledge that also 
results from the programme is of great 
significance in better understanding  
the way all countries and peoples affect 
one another. 

Valuable instrument in the 
development cooperation toolkit
The NorthSouthSouth programme 
was evaluated again in 2009 by the 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs. As a re
sult of the evaluation the programme 
was found to be a valuable instrument 
among the Finnish development coop
eration modalities, and within the 
sphere of the cooperating higher educa
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tion institutions and systems. The pro
gramme was recommended for contin
uation with some readjustments.1

The evaluation also concluded that 
the NorthSouthSouth network pro
gramme has been important and 
achieved positive results, in particular 
in the advancement of individual ca
pacities of participating students and 
teachers. The evaluation confirmed that 
the individual networks were generally 
well managed and organised, although 
there is still room for improvement in 
monitoring and evaluation of the im
pact of the programme. The evaluation 
recommended a log frame analysis to 
be utilized at the network planning 
stage to facilitate the monitoring and 
reporting. 

Based on the positive results of the 
evaluation and the previous successful 
years the programme will continue for 
at least three more years. During 2010
2012, approximately 3,4 million Euros 
will be awarded as grants to networks 
of higher education institutions.  The 
third stage of the programme will con
tinue to emphasise partnerships con
tributing to capacity building and hu
man resources by means of interaction 
and reciprocal mobility. The compo
nents of the programme will thus re
main the same as before: student and 
teacher mobility, intensive courses and 
support for networking activities.

IntO	tHE	fUtUrE	

Third phase 2010-12: cooperation 
with new countries   
Until now the programme has support
ed cooperation with subSaharan Afri
can countries, Peru and Egypt. In its 
third phase the future programme is 
open to projects in all those developing 
countries which are eligible to Official 
Development Assistance (ODA) as de
fined by the OECD2, and therefore the 
number of participating countries will 
be considerably increased. In the selec
tion process, however, projects with 
Finland’s primary cooperation partner 

countries and regions are prioritized3.
The next application round will open 
in October 2010, and a large number 
of applications are expected again. 

New possibilities for future 
cooperation
Yet new avenues of international coop
eration are opening up at the time of 
writing. A new programme called HEI 
ICI (Higher Education Institutions In
stitutional Cooperation Instrument) 
was introduced in 2009 by the Minis
try for Foreign Affairs. The new pro
gramme’s administration was out
sourced to CIMO from 2010 onwards. 
The goal of this project is to promote 
the capacity building of higher educa
tion institutions in developing countries 
in the areas of administration, method
ology and pedagogy.  The North
SouthSouth programme also supports 
the same goals even though with differ
ent functions. Indeed, a future aim is to 
enhance synergies between these two 
programmes and the effectiveness of 
their different components.

Themes of global responsibility and 
sustainable development will be in 
greater importance in future interna
tional cooperation in the higher educa
tion sector. Institutions also produce 
competencies which will take society 
and working life in a more sustainable 
direction and contribute to raising 
awareness of developing countries and 
development issues in Finland more 
widely. The interest shown towards 
these two programmes proves that 
there is a genuine demand in higher ed
ucation sector for cooperation pro
grammes such as NorthSouthSouth or 
HEI ICI.  

E N d N O T E S
1  Ministry for Foreign Affairs of 

Finland (2009). Evaluation; The 
NorthSouthSouth Higher 
Education Programme; Evaluation 
report 2009:7.

2  DAC List of ODA Recipients used 
for 2008, 2009 and 2010 flows. 
Retrieved August 3, 2010 from 
http://www.oecd.org/document/45/
0,3343,en_2649_34447_2093101_
1_1_1_1,00.html

3 Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 
Development Cooperation/Partner 
countries. Retrieved August 3, 2010 
from http://www.formin.fi/public/
default.aspx?nodeid=15359&conten
tlan=2&culture=enUS
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Pekka Toivanen

’Encountering and 
experiencing an ’other’’ 

– a finnish music teacher 

in africa

mULtIfaCEtEd	rEaLItIES

Scene: a township school in Ikageng, 
close to the city of Potchefstroom, 
North West Province, South Africa, 
March 2009. A classroom full of grade 
seven pupils is waiting for a music les
son to start. My two fellow teachers 
(Finnish exchange students to North
West University in Potchefstroom) and 
I are preparing ourselves for a full day 
of music teaching in a classroom where 
the main facilities were a blackboard 
and some pieces of chalk. During the 
course of the day we meet five groups 
of children of 13–14 years of age, each 
group comprising of some 50 pupils. 
Our aim is to teach them a Finnish tra
ditional song (actually an old incanta
tion from the Finnish national epic Ka
levala), using voices, beatboxing and 
body percussion as means for music 
making. This calls for some creativity 
and new pedagogical thinking from 
three Finns who normally have been 
used to operate with various band in

struments, computers, AVequipment 
and the like. We are eagerly anticipat
ing what the day might bring...

Scene: the Maruapula School, Ga
borone, Botswana, March 2010. The 
same three Finns (plus two more) are 
ready to start their teaching at one of 
the most advanced schools in Southern 
Africa. The facilities are superb: instru
ments, computers, video projectors...
everything. We are expected to teach a 
Sami (the indigenous population of La
pland) melody for a marimba ensem
ble, and then carry on with some Finn
ish music to a grade seven class. We are 
aware that this school is a very excep
tional institution: a private school with 
high semester fees. Again, we are eager
ly anticipating what the day might 
bring...

The two examples above summarize 
in many ways the different teaching en
vironments I have encountered and ex
perienced during my visits to Southern 
Africa since spring 2005. Sometimes 

you just have walls of a building 
around you and a ceiling above, some
times you have all the latest technology 
and a big array of instruments at hand. 
Yet, in spite of sometimes huge differ
ences in facilities and property, you 
nearly always have groups of enthusi
astic young children who are eager to 
learn. For them education is a big thing 
indeed. One cannot but admire that ea
gerness which, in spite of many difficul
ties in the everyday life of many of 
them, is like a fire burning in their 
hearts. Yes, they want to learn and it 
shows. At the same time, probably un
knowingly, they also teach to us non
Africans about life, love, social con
sciousness, care and many other aspects 
of the allembracing concept of ’Umun
tu ngumuntu ngabantu ’ – ’I exist be
cause you exist’.

But before going more into more de
tails concerning my teaching experienc
es in Africa and what they have taught 
me, let me give some background infor
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mation about the matters which have 
brought me there over and over again, 
for a dozen times so far. 

The main catalyst has been a collab
oration project in music education be
tween one Finnish and five African aca
demic institutions titled: 

tHE	rOLE	Of	mUSIC	In	
StrEngtHEnIng	CULtUraL	
IdEntItY	In	SOUtHErn	afrICa

The project, bearing such an ambitious 
title as stated above, is coordinated by 
the Department of Music of the Uni
versity of Jyväskylä (JyU), in Central 
Finland, operated in the framework of 
the NorthSouthSouth Higher Educa
tion programme from 20042005 until 
2007 first with the University of Preto
ria (UP) as the African partner institu
tion. However, cooperation between 
JyU and UP in music education dates 
back to 1998, when the ISME (Interna
tional Society for Music Education) 
World Conference was arranged in Pre
toria, South Africa. Some staff mem
bers of the JyU Music Department got 
acquainted with music education peo
ple in South Africa and soon estab
lished contacts with local music educa
tion authorities, resulting in a willing

versity of Pretoria (UP), NorthWest 
University (NWU), University of South 
Africa (UNISA), University of Botswa
na (UB) and Kenyatta University (KU). 
This change of framework, together 
with an increase of more African part
ner institutions, has partly been due to 
the aim of focusing more on the ‘South
South’ aspect in music education within 
the scope of the joint project, and also 
of encouraging and increasing contacts 
between music and cultural education 
departments in African universities, 
their students and teachers.  Some of 
the central aims involved in our joint 
project are the following: exploring no
tions of cultural identity through mu
sic, increasing awareness of African 
and Finnish students of music / music 
education /cultural education of vari
ous challenges in multicultural teach
ing, improving multicultural teaching 
skills of African and Finnish music and 
cultural teachers, improving overall 
quality of music teaching and cultural 
education and to increase the coopera
tion between different actors and or
ganizations in the fields of cultural edu
cation, music and music education in 
SouthAfrica, Kenya, Botswana and 
Finland. 

Our present extended network has 
offered many new possibilities (and 
challenges) regarding student and 
teacher exchange and mobility between 
the partner institutions. The general 
aim in this mobility project is to give 

ness for more collaboration. The De
velopment Cooperation Department of 
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs (in Fin
land) started to support the activities of 
the Finnish ISME for the Pretoria
based STTEP (STate Theater Education 
Project), a music school for black 
township children, as well as for the 
development of music and pedagogical 
skills of teachers working in the Nebo 
district in the Limpopo province in 
South Africa. 

Since autumn 2007 this project has 
operated in the framework of the 
NorthSouthSouth Higher Education 
programme, and at its present state it 
involves five African universities: Uni

Enrolling for the first Intensive Period (Schoonord, Limpopo Province, South 
Africa, July 2007)

Filling the feedback questionnaire at the 2010 Intensive Period (Gaborone, 
Botswana, March 2010) 
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Finnish and African teachers and stu
dents possibilities to attend multicul
tural projects and teaching sessions at 
the partner universities, give lectures 
and/or workshops on their own musi
cal cultures and traditions as well as 
visit different schools and learn about 
different ways of implementing music 
education. A very important part of 
collaboration has taken place in the 
form of joint intensive courses (so far 
arranged three times: twice in South 
Africa and once in Botswana), during 
which both pedagogically and scientifi
cally oriented sessions have been car
ried out. 

It is thanks to this project, and its 
teacher mobility program, that I have 
been able to enjoy the wondrous possi
bility to work in Africa as a teacher 
and scholar. My working platforms 
there have included various academic 
institutions, schools in cities, townships 
and rural areas. I have also carried out 
fieldwork among indigenous music cul
tures and their informants. 

tEaCHIng	In	tHE	afrICan	
EnvIrOnmEnt	

Earlier I have referred to an African 
way of experiencing the world: ’Umun
tu ngumuntu ngabantu’. It implies that 
an individual identity is a function of 
collective relationships, and it is only 
through sharing a common humanity 
that a person becomes fully human.  
Such an attitude towards life and peo
ple has been evident on many occasions 
during my visits to South Africa and 
Botswana (so far I have no personal ex
periences from Kenya, unfortunately), 
both in towns, townships and rural ar
eas. Whether it has been a church choir 
in Tembisa, a gathering of traditional 
healers in Limpopo province,  a group 
of school children either in Ikageng, 
Schoonord or Gaborone, basarwa 
women singing initiation songs in the 
village of Kaudwane in the Eastern Ka
lahari, the ’umuntu’ idea of sharing 
and togetherness becomes clearly true. 

Although there often is a lot of extreme 
poverty and lack of material goods, 
people do care for each other and no 
one is overlooked. This is, of course, 
not to say that there are never any 
problems in social relationships. 

For my colleagues and me, teaching 
experiences in a classroom where there 
was only blackboard and chalk as facil
ities were unforgettable in several ways. 
It challenged not only our creativity 
and pedagogical skills, but also en

Combining African tradition of storytelling with Western classical music 
(Schoonord, Limpopo Province, South Africa, July 2007)

A group of Tswana children performing traditional dances and songs during the 
2010 Intensive Period (Gaborone, Botswana, March 2010)
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forced us to reflect our ways of teach
ing in much more detail than average. 
So, by the end of the day, after having 
taught that Kalevalastyle song for five 
groups of pupils, we did notice some 
progress in our achievements. Hearing 
more than fifty African children singing 
in Finnish, using their bodies as percus
sion instruments, some of them imitat
ing drum sounds with their mouths (a 
thing called ’beatboxing’) was a very 
good reward for our efforts. 

Since 2005 I have, as mentioned 
above, worked as visiting teacher in Af
rica not only in schools but mostly in 
academic circles. Teaching music and 
music education to university students 
is in many ways a different thing than 
teaching school kids. Both in South Af
rica and in Botswana the contents of 
academic curricula in music education 
are in a state of finding most proper 
ways to operate in a rapidly changing 
world. Since the end of the apartheid 
the role of African music has increased 
in music education programmes in 
South Africa. Yet there still isn’t a suf
ficient amount of proper teachers for 
various genres and styles of southern 
Africa’s rich musical heritage. At the 
same time the core of music education 
programmes in academic institutions 
still lies heavily on Western classical 
music, in spite of attempts to make the 

curricula more versatile, e.g. by imple
menting popular music and world mu
sic into music education studies, to 
meet the requirements of today. In Bot
swana a draft version of a new BAde
gree program in music education has 
been introduced in 2009, but it is still 
unclear when it will be launched in 
practice. It is hoped that for the sake of 
music education our joint project 
proves out to be beneficial both in Bot
swana and South Africa (not forgetting 
Kenya and Finland, of course). 

tO	COnCLUdE	WItH…

Above I have perhaps overemphasized 
my role as a teacher when it comes to 
my experiences in Africa. However, 
first and foremost I consider myself as 
having been a learner – which I defini
tively still am and will be. Therefore I 
appreciate my experiences as a teacher, 
both at schools and universities, prima
rily as learning opportunities for my
self. Both school kids and university 
students in Africa have taught a lot to 
me by their participation and presence. 
Various informants I have met during 
fieldwork in villages both in South Af
rica and Botswana have opened my 
senses to cultural ’others’ from which, I 
hope, I have been able to learn at least 
something and treat all that – both mu
sic and people who practice them   
with all the respect it deserves. Those 
genres and styles of African music I 
have been exposed to, and from which 
I have gained some experience, I use in 
my own teaching to my Finnish music 
education students in both practical, 
cultural and philosophical terms as 
well as I possibly can. I hope that all 
my African experiences have brought 
me closer to the essence of ’Umuntu 
ngumuntu ngabantu’. 

P h O T O S
Pekka Toivanen´s personal photo 
album

The author (playing the harp) 
improvising with his Zimbabwean 
colleague Philemon Manatsa (playing 
mbira or the thumb piano).
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Senyo Adzei

Studying in the cold:
student exhange 

in the North-South-South

- (No-So-So) programme

IntrOdUCtIOn

Nostalgia was the way I felt, when I 
was nominated, after initial bureau
cratic difficulties, as an exchange stu
dent to the Sibelius Academy music 
university, in Helsinki, Finland for the 
academic year 20092010. My ex
change programme was confirmed by 
my university, the University of Ghana 
in the framework of NorthSouth 
South programme, under the auspices 
of the Finnish Centre for International 
Mobility. This feeling of nostalgia ema
nated from the fact that I would leave 
my family for Europe and in the same 

vein, study abroad on a scholarship/
grant, an opportunity many people 
would have loved to have. Prior to my 
nomination, a visiting professor from 
Sibelius Academy, Tapani Länsiö, had 
expressed his willingness for me to 
study with him.  Professor Länsiö had 
visited Ghana himself on an exchange 
programme within the same network. 
In Finland, I indeed ended up studying 
under the tutelage of Professor Länsiö, 
and other competent lecturers. 

Preparation for a year’s study 
abroad began with the acquisition of a 
visa. This took me to the Capital of Ni

geria, Abuja, due to the unavailability 
of a Finnish Embassy in Ghana.  The 
staff of the Finnish Embassy in Nigeria 
gave me the first good impression 
about Finns. Indeed, I spent just about 
20 minutes at the embassy for the visa 
interview, and this was due to earlier 
fruitful communications between the 
embassy and the excellent programme 
coordinators at the Sibelius Academy. 
Certainly, I went through no difficulty 
as it has been in the case of many other 
prospective travelers. Let me digress to 
say that indeed during all these proc
esses of residence permit acquisition, 
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my learning experiences had begun 
with the efficient straightforwardness 
of the workers at the embassy in Abuja. 

dEPartUrE	and	arrIvaL	

Even though this was not the first time 
I was traveling abroad, this was the 
first time I was going to study and stay 
for a longer period. I left Ghana on the 
1st of September 2009 and arrived very 
safely at the Helsinki International Air
port. To meet me at the airport was my 
future Professor and two close Finnish 
friends who I had met in Ghana during 
their exchange programme. I was then 
taken to my accommodation – a place 
in a student hostel was included in my 
scholarship. On this note I can say life 
in Finland begun in earnest.

rEgIStErIng	fOr	COUrSES	

In view of the fact that I was staying in 
the academy at the department of The
ory and Composition for a year, I de
cided to register for three courses. The 
reason was to be able to concentrate 
and assimilate enough Western music 
to the best of my ability. This therefore 
made me register for Analysis of Music 
since the subjects of Music Theory and 
Composition relate with it. Occasion
ally, I visited some other classes such as 
Creative Writing and Music Semiotics 
at the Helsinki University. This oppor
tunity for interuniversity studying was 
really helpful.

tEaCHIng	and	LEarnIng	In	
SIBELIUS	aCadEmY

Giving an account of my studies 
abroad should be perceived in the con
text that I had already lifelong teaching 
and learning experience in my West Af
rican home country of Ghana. This 
gives me the opportunity to present a 
fair assessment of the situation experi
enced in Finland. My account must 
hence be understood in the above con
text of being fortunate to study all my 
life in Africa and Ghana. 

of music samples with different con
ductors from different parts of the 
world. That was not all: cubicles and 
open places were available for listening 
to music. I became mesmerized by the 
collection of recordings available at the 
library, totally unlike to my home uni
versity. 

Internet facilities at the university 
were another big change for me. Per
sonal computers of students are hooked 
to the Academy’s network such that it 
is easy to sit anywhere in any of the 
buildings to work even in the canteens. 
Although all this is probably taken for 
granted by many Westerners, for me 
these were novelties and aided me so 
much in my studies. 

Definitely not a holiday
The wealth of home assignments was 
yet another prominent feature of my 
exchange experience.  Although I my
self felt beleaguered with composition 
homework, I could seldom see my 
roommate – a cellist from Poland – 
sleep at all! At points the work load 
even seemed burdensome – this was a 
feeling shared by many of my peers. 

Little distance between teacher and 
student
Some teachers in the Academy engage 
students in extracurricular activities 
demystifying the notion that there is a 
gap between student and lecturer. I 
have been invited for lunch on many 
occasions with my teachers after lec
tures. My composition teacher on 
many occasions invited me to his home 
for dinner.  He even taught me swim
ming at the local swimming pool! We 
collegially sat together in the sauna, an 
experience which I definitely would not 
have had without NoSoSo! 

The personal contacts I made in Fin
land with teachers and fellow musi
cians have already resulted in further 
exchange. This summer I hosted a 
group of Finnish music teachers in 

I told many of my friends and col
leagues in Ghana when I returned that 
it will be very nice for everybody, in 
other words any academicallyoriented 
person to have some stint abroad at 
least for a year. To give a clearer ac
count of my experiences in Sibelius 
Academy, I would like to situate my ex
periences in the following contexts: 
Punctuality/accuracy; availability of 
learning aids; internet facilities; assign
ments and extracurricular activities 
and a friendly learning environment.

Always on time!
Punctuality was the hallmark of the 
days spent in the Academy – in con
trast to my experiences back home. 
Everything, including city transporta
tion, works perfectly to time: this made 
it very easy for students to report at 
school without complaint. Even if any 
delays occur at all, it is on rare occa
sions which I have never witnessed dur
ing my one year stay in Helsinki.  Lec
turers are also very much on time in at
tending lectures. In fact some of the 
lecturers will mark the roll of students 
before the class begins. 

Also, no teacher or lecturer seems to 
come to school illprepared. The teach
ers take control of the class in an admi
rable way. Their direct interaction with 
students is pedagogically very fruitful.

Abundance of teaching aids
Availability of teaching and learning 
aids for me was the groundbreaking 
eye opener. When I had my first com
position lessons, my lecturer told me to 
listen to Beethoven’s symphony No. 3 
(Eroica) ‘ten times every day’ before 
our next lesson. Just imagine the ‘dim
witted’ question I asked. How could 
this be possible since I had no music 
player at the time and besides, I did not 
have the tape or the CD: how could 
this be possible sir? He then escorted 
me to the next floor and there we en
tered the library. There were all kinds 
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Ghana. I have a great array of contacts 
I can invite to lecture or teach in my 
country in the future as well.

Everyday life
Academy students were subsidized for 
tickets to many cultural events. Com
pletely free tickets were available to at
tend concerts at the city’s primary ven
ue. Similarly, cheap entry to the opera 
developed my love for what is now my 
favourite piece, Don Giovanni by Mo
zart. 

My time in Finland was also marked 
with other events from my more per
sonal life such as spending Christmas 
and Easter with the families of my two 
Finnish friends. Through them I got 
personally closer to everyday life in 
Finland, and the people.  I can recall 
my first longer trip outside the capital 
Helsinki to the countryside for Christ
mas. Seeing the large fields along the 
way somehow changed my sensitivity 
about farmers and farming. We have 
plenty of farms in Ghana but somehow 
this new environment clicked a switch 
and I told myself, I will embark on seri
ous farming when I return to Ghana. I 
have indeed already begun farming in 
my home village in addition to my aca
demic duties in the capital, Accra, tak
ing me from the capital to my village 
fortnightly. 

a	LIfE-CHangIng	ExPErIEnCE

I shall hope that my experiences in Si
belius Academy will be of benefit to my 
home country as well, in addition to 
me personally.  As a university lecturer 
myself I was exposed to novel teaching 
methods and ways of organizing teach
ing I can reflect upon in my own work. 

On a more tangible note, I was al
lowed to take many recordings from 
the Academy library to use in my 
teaching in Ghana. As I said before, 
teaching resources in music are meagre 
at best in my home university. 

Go far to see near
While in Finland, I had many engage
ments teaching and performing the 
West African musical heritage and idi
om – to very enthusiastic and receptive 
audiences. These audiences included 
my own composition teachers! All this 
strengthened my conviction that in 
Ghanaian music education we should 
indeed focus on our strengths, our own 
rich musical tradition. It may be sur
prising to hear that the music depart
ment of my home university focuses 
primarily in teaching Western music. 
African music is obviously taught as 
well but the main emphasis is on West
ern musical theory and music history. 
This has its benefits surely. Neverthe
less I think it would be natural for us 
Ghanaians to reach deeper into our 
musical traditions. This is something I 
actually do in my own compositions, 
mixing Western and African idioms. 

My assessment of teaching and 
learning in Finland is not meant to 
paint a picture of a system that has no 
challenges. I have tried to lay out my 
experiences and talk about the system 
as I perceived it. Without a doubt, 
there are also environmental, institu
tional and many factors that battles 
teaching and learning in my own coun
try Ghana and for that matter Africa. 
No system is perfect.  

However I feel that the benefits from 
my exchange studies abroad are enor
mous. This experience has transformed 
my being in entirety. 

SEnYO	adzEI
Senyo	adzei	is	a	ghanaian	composer,	
university	lecturer	and	Phd	student.	He	
studied	the	academic	year	2009-2010	at	
the	Sibelius	academy	university	of	music	
in	Helsinki,	finland.	Currently	mr	adzei	is	
working	in	ghana	at	the	University	of	Cape	
Coast	as	a	lecturer.
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Rolf Potts

The most important thing that people can learn 

through traveling is a sense of perspective on one’s own 

country.  This is more than an intellectual lesson  it is a 

visceral lesson that one learns as one realizes that 

different cultures have different values and 

assumptions, and that one’s home country is also mired 

in the idiosyncrasies of culture.  Fortunately, this 

process of discovery can be enjoyable if you are open to 

it, and it can make returning to one’s home country a 

travel experience in itself  an exercise in seeing a 

familiar place with fresh eyes.

Here are 5 key ways in which the lessons you learn on 

the road can be used to enrich the life you lead when 

you return home.

home again, 
yet with a traveler’s eyes
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1)	tImE	=	WEaLtH	

By far the most important lesson travel 
teaches you is that your time is all you 
really own in life. And the more you 
travel, the more you realize that your 
most extravagant possessions cannot 
match the satisfaction you get from 
finding new experiences, meeting new 
people, and learning new things about 
yourself. ‘Value’ is a word we often 
hear in daytoday life, but travel has a 
way of teaching us that value is not 
pegged to a cash amount, that the best 
experiences in life can be had for the 
price of showing up (be it to a festival 
in Rajasthan, a village in the Italian 
countryside, or a sunrise ten minutes 
from your home). 

Scientific studies have shown that 
new experiences (and the memories 
they produce) are more likely to pro
duce longterm happiness than new 
things. Since new experiences aren’t ex
clusive to travel, consider ways to be
come timerich at home. Spend less 
time working on things you don’t enjoy 
and buying things you don’t need; 
spend more time embracing the kinds 
of activities (learning new skills, meet
ing new people, spending time with 
friends and family) that make you feel 
alive and part of the world. 

2)	BE	WHErE	YOU	arE	

A great thing about travel is that it 
forces you into the moment. When 
you’re celebrating carnival in Rio, rid
ing a horse on the Mongolian steppe, 
or exploring a souk in Damascus, 
there’s a giddy thrill in being exactly 
where you are and allowing things to 
happen. In an age when electronic com
munications enable us to be permanent
ly connected to (and distracted by) the 
virtual world, there’s a narcotic thrill in 
throwing yourself into a single place, a 
single moment. Would you want to 
check your bankaccount statement 

while exploring Machu Picchu in Peru? 
Are you going to interrupt an exper
ence of the Russian White Nights in St. 
Petersburg to check your Facebook 
feed? Of course not — when you trav
el, you get to embrace the privilege of 
witnessing life as it happens before 
your eyes. This attitude need not be 
confined to travel. 

At home, how often do you really 
need to check your email or your Twit
ter feed? When you get online, are you 
there for a reason, or are you simply 
killing time? For all the pleasures and 
entertainments of the virtualelectronic 
world, there is no substitute for real
life conversation and connection, for 
getting ideas and entertainment from 
the people and places around you. 
Even at home, there are sublime re
wards to be had for unplugging from 
online distractions and embracing the 
world before your eyes. 

3)	SLOW	dOWn	

One of the advantages of longterm 
travel (as opposed to a short vacation) 
is that it allows you to slow down and 
let things happen. Freed from tight itin
eraries, you begin to see the kinds of 
things (and meet the kinds of people) 
that most tourists overlook in their 
haste to tick attractions off a list. A 
host of multimilliondollar enterprises 
have been created to cater to our con
cept of ‘leisure’, both at home and on 
the road — but all too often this defini
tion of leisure is as rushed and rigidly 
confined as our work life. Which is 
more emblematic of leisure — a three
hour spa session in a Bali hotel, or the 
freedom to wander the island at will 
for a month? 

All too often, life at home is predi
cated on an irrational compulsion for 
speed — we rush to work, we rush 
through meals, we ‘multitask’ when 
we’re hanging out with friends. This 

might make our lives feel more stream
lined in a certain abstracted sense, but 
it doesn’t make our lives happier or 
more fulfilling. Unless you learn to 
pace and savor your daily experiences 
(even your workcommutes and your 
noontime meals) you’ll be cheating 
your days out of small moments of lei
sure, discovery and joy. 

4)	KEEP	It	SImPLE	

Travel naturally lends itself to simplic
ity, since it forces you to reduce your 
daytoday possessions to a few select 
items that fit in your suitcase or back
pack. Moreover, since it’s difficult to 
accumulate new things as you travel, 
you to tend to accumulate new experi
ences and friendships instead — and 
these affect your life in ways mere 
‘things’ cannot. 

At home, abiding by the principles 
of simplicity can help you live in a 
more deliberate and timerich way. 
How much of what you own really im
proves the quality of your life? Are you 
buying new things out of necessity or 
compulsion? Do the things you own 
enable you to live more vividly, or do 
they merely clutter up your life? Again, 
researchers have determined that new 
experiences satisfy our higherorder 
needs in a way that new possessions 
cannot — that taking a friend to din
ner, for example, brings more lasting 
happiness than spending that money on 
a new shirt. In this way, investing less 
in new objects and more in new activi
ties can make your homelife happier. 
This less materialistic state of mind will 
also help you save money for your next 
journey. 

5)	dOn’t	SEt	LImItS	

Travel has a way revealing that much 
of what you’ve heard about the world 
is wrong. Your family or friends will 
tell you that traveling to Colombia or 
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Lebanon is a deathwish — and then 
you’ll go to those places and have your 
mind blown by friendliness, beauty and 
new ways of looking at human interac
tion. Even on a daytoday level, travel 
enables you to avoid setting limits on 
what you can and can’t do. On the 
road, you naturally ‘play games’ with 
your day: watching, waiting, listening; 
allowing things to happen. There’s no 
better opportunity to break old habits, 
face latent fears, and test out repressed 
facets of your personality. 

That said, there is no reason why 
you should confine that sort of freedom 
to life on the road. The same FearIn
dustrial Complex that spooks people 
out of traveling can discourage you 
from trying new things or meeting new 
people in own your hometown. Over
coming your fears and escaping your 
dull routines can deepen your homelife 
— and the opentoanything confidence 
that accompanies travel can be utilized 
to test new concepts in a business set
ting, rejuvenate relationships with 
friends and family, or simply ask that 
woman with the nice smile if she wants 
to go out for coffee. In refusing to set 
limits for what is possible on a given 
day, you open yourself up to an entire 
new world of possibility. 

Naturally, this list is just a sampling 
of how travel can transform your non
travel life. I invite you to take a mo
ment to reflect on what travel has 
taught you about how to live life at 
home.

rOLf	POttS
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Holger Bienzle

This article focuses on an aspect of European project 

management in education which has not yet received 

the attention it deserves. A successful EU project does 

not only require sound international project 

management skills on behalf of the project coordinator. 

Leadership competence, i.e. a strong focus on the 

human dimension is at least as important. Recent 

management theories like Agile Project Management 

offer valuable insights in this direction.

Between uninspired 
task master and 
visionary leader

what it takes to co-

ordinate a European 

project successfully
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managEmEnt	and	LEadErSHIP	In	
a	EUrOPEan	PrOjECt

In the recently released project manage
ment publication ‘Survival Kit for Mul
tilateral Projects in the Lifelong Learn
ing Programme’1 one the opening chap
ters is called: ‘Project coordination: 
Management and Leadership’. The title 
emphasizes that coordination of a 
transnational education project has 
two crucial dimensions:

On the one hand it entails the tech
nical management of the project, i.e. to 
plan, organise, administer and monitor 
it from the first idea until the formal 
closure. For this, sound management 
competences, as well as a good knowl
edge of the rules of the funding pro
gramme, are indispensable. For this 
task traditional project management 
provides a range of methodologies and 
tools like plans, checklists and charts.

On the other hand a multilateral 
project is executed by people, and not 
by plans, regulations and reports. 
Therefore it is as important that a 
project coordinator has good commu
nication, motivation and conflict solv
ing skills, as well as an understanding 
on how teams function and processes 
in organisations work. Perhaps most 
importantly, leading the project means 
to go in front, to develop a common vi
sion and lead the project team towards 
that shared goal.

In the following article the relation
ship between project management and 
leadership issues in European coopera
tion will be discussed in the light of re
cent schools of thought like Agile Project 
Management, which have fundamentally 
challenged the way cooperation projects 
are steered. At the same time limitations 
of such new approaches, due to the re
quirements of the EU funding mecha
nisms, will be highlighted.

PLannIng	and	COntrOLLIng	aS	
KEY	COOrdInatIOn	taSKS

Transnational projects funded by EU 
programmes demand high planning ef
forts. In the project proposal the appli
cant is required to anticipate in great 
detail the nature of the envisaged prod
ucts, the activities leading to their de
velopment, and their impact on the tar
get groups. But planning is not some
thing to be done exclusively in the 
preparation phase of a project. Some 
successful applicants of, for instance, 
Multilateral Projects in the Lifelong 
Learning Programme are surprised to 
hear that, after having developed and 
successfully submitted a fullyfledged 
project proposal even more planning is 
necessary once the project has been se
lected for funding.

Planning does not end with the se
lection decision, it is a recurrent activ
ity throughout the project’s lifetime, as  
figure 1 illustrates.

The emphasis of EU funding pro
grammes on planning is in line with 
traditional project management, which 
sometimes goes as far as claiming that 
project management is 80 percent plan
ning, and only 20 percent implementa
tion. This traditional view should be 
taken seriously; planning is essential 
for a successful project. Sound plan
ning at early stages saves a lot of time 
in the implementation phase and early 
mistakes in planning will take much 
more time to make up for later.

The emphasis put on planning be
comes more understandable with a 
view of the diverse planning aspects in

Planning of follow-up 
Post-project	phase:

dissemination	&	exploitation	plan
Project	start

Continuous refinement
Implementation	phase:

Updates	of	planning	tools

Review 
Start	phase:

Update/extension	of	Project	plan
Project	start

Initital planning 
Pre-project	phase:

Project	plan	and	proposal

Figure 1: Planning at different project stages
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volved in a European project:
Standard project management tools, 

with or without supporting PM soft
ware, like Work Breakdowns Structure 
(WBS), Net Diagrams, Gantt Charts, or 
Milestones can help to cope with these 
necessary planning tasks. They are, for 
instance, introduced in the abovemen
tioned Survival Kit. 

The Survival Kit, funded by the Eu
ropean Union’s Lifelong Learning Pro
gramme, consists of two parts: a guid
ance publication and a collection of 
project management tools.

The publication is available in print 
(English), and as PDF document in 
English, German, French, Romanian, 

and Italian. It covers different aspects 
of European project management, in
cluding planning and organisation, 
project administration, effective collab
oration and team building, the intercul
tural dimension, ICT in EU projects, 
quality and evaluation, as well as dis
semination and exploitation of project 
results. A special chapter is devoted to 
the starting phase of a Multilateral 
Project, when the success or failure of a 
project is already determined to a large 
extent.

The publication can be downloaded 
from the project website www.europe
anprojectmanagement.eu, together 
with the second part of the Survival 

Planning aspects Planning tasks in detail

Content	 defining	the	project	aims	
defining	outcomes	and	products
Setting	quality	indicators
devising	monitoring	and	evaluation	strategies

Environment	 analysing	the	project	environment
designing	marketing	strategies
Planning	dissemination	activities

Organisation Structuring	the	main	activities
defining	roles
allocating	and	co-ordinating	tasks
time	planning:	phases,	schedule

Human	interaction Choosing	team	members	and	forming	teams
Creating	a	project	culture	of	shared	values,	
standards	and	rules
devising	an	internal	communication	system	
managing	conflicts

Impact devising	the	promotion	and	dissemination	
strategy
Planning	stakeholder	involvement
drafting	an	exploitation	plan	

management	system defining	management	roles	and	bodies
deciding	on	decision	making	processes

Budget	and	administration Planning	costs	and	resources
designing	contractual	arrangements
devising	reporting	systems	and	procedures

Figure 2: Planning aspects in European projects Kit, a collection of practical manage
ment tools. Project coordinators can 
access templates, examples and re
sources like partner agreements, plan
ning forms, reporting sheets, checklists, 
or tools for evaluation and dissemina
tion.

an	OvErdOSE	Of	PLannIng	maY	
EndangEr	tHE	PrOjECt	SUCCESS

There can be no doubt that thorough 
planning and replanning is a prereq
uisite to the success of a European 
project. This strong focus on planning, 
however, has been challenged by recent 
approaches like Agile Project Manage
ment. Originally these approaches 
emerged from the software industry 
and claimed that more open, elastic 
and undeterministic approaches are 
necessary in managing complex and 
uncertain projects successfully. Here 
the focus is not so much on planning, 
but on people and on flexibility.

In this perspective a project is, above 
all, a human organism. This implies 
that if a project wants to succeed, all of 
its functional parts must work in har
mony toward specific goals. This can 
only be done if the people involved 
work well together, not only the project 
coordinator who manages the project, 
but also the whole project team who 
will execute the project. 

Agile Project Management puts a 
great emphasis on a few fundamental 
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principles:2

Guiding vision:
The main task of project management 
is to create and communicate a guiding 
vision and keep it alive. More effective 
leadership is exerted through concen
trating on the overall picture than by 
breaking down the strategic project 
aims into small portions or work pack
ages which are then strictly monitored 
and supervised by network managers. 
Visionary leadership implies continu
ously monitoring, learning and adapt
ing to the environment.

Teamwork and collaboration:
All project actors must be recognised as 
intelligent, skilled professional workers 
and placing a high value on their au
tonomy is fundamental to all other 
practices. Teamwork and collaboration 

form the basis for rich interactions and 
cooperation between team members 
and subgroups. Project coordinators 
should therefore grant a large degree of 
freedom to team members in order to 
achieve their aims instead of overregu
lating activities and fragmenting tasks 
into meaningless packages.

Few and simple rules:
If the focus on the guiding vision and 
on teamwork and collaboration is put 
into practice, a few simple rules are 
enough to regulate the project. In gen
eral simple rules support complex team 
behaviour much better than overregu
lation.

Open information:
Open information is an organising 
force that allows teams to adapt and 
react to changing conditions in the en

vironment. Moreover, it is a precondi
tion for the development of trust. Trust 
is one of the strongest driving forces in 
successful projects.

Light touch:
European projects have a life of their 
own. Apart from the official project as 
it is defined in the project plan there is 
also a latent network of relations which 
emerges as a result of the autonomous 
interaction between actors. Often, this 
emerging network is at least as impor
tant to the actors as the real project. 
Project management has to take this in 
consideration. A delicate mix of im
posed and emerging order is needed.

These general assumptions of Agile 
approaches certainly hold true also for 
European projects. Teams in European 
projects are normally to a large extent 
‘mature’ groups in the sense of the ar
guments of leadership theorists Paul 
Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard3. 
Mature groups are characterized by 
members who are willing and able to 
do what is necessary and who feel con
fident that they will accomplish what 
they set out to do. This maturity re
quires a project leadership style which 
gives the team a high level of freedom 
to apply their expertise and experience, 
which delegates responsibility and al
lows for participative decisionmaking. 
A strongly directive approach insisting 
on detailed rules breaks down mean
ingful jobs towards a common goal in 
to meaningless task ‘atoms’ and 
minutely controls their accomplish
ment. This would demotivate such re
sourceful team members. Therefore, as 
Agile theorists would put it, the project 
coordinator should be a ‘visionary 
leader’ instead of an ‘uninspired task
master’.

LEadErSHIP	BY	PartnEr	
advantagE

‘Vision’ does not always need to be a 
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glittering picture in the distant future. 
In the context of a European project it 
may mean a solid course concept which 
meets the educational needs of a cer
tain disadvantaged target group of 
adult learners to be developed jointly 
by the partnership. And vision as a 
leadership method may well be accom
panied by something as profane as the 
pursuit of one’s own professional and 
institutional interests.

The perspective on partners’ inter
ests and benefits to be gained may help 
to avoid a trap often to be confronted 
with in European projects. Despite su
perficial verbal agreements at project 
meetings on tasks and contributions 
some partners repeatedly do not deliver 
on time or with insufficient quality. 
Both failures unnerve the project coor
dinator because they may eventually 
endanger the project’s success. This 
kind of partner behaviour may have 
reasons such as a lack of commitment, 
overload with other work at the home 
institution or simply the growing inner 
distance towards the project after an 
intensive and enjoyable face to face 
meeting (out of sight, out of mind).

In such recurrent situations many 
coordinators are inclined to repeatedly 
push partners to fulfil their tasks. They 
extend deadlines, write reminders again 
and again and phone the partner. But 
in many instances this pushing is not a 
successful strategy, on the contrary it 
provokes further resistance and non
compliance. How could effective lead
ership avoid this often futile chase after 
partners?

A promising strategy could be called 
leading by partner advantage, which 
goes back to ideas of Robert Axelrod4. 
None of us likes to be asked to do 
something which is inconvenient at the 
moment or not a top priority. We only 
do something readily when we see a di
rect advantage for us in the action. 
Therefore partner advantage is an ef

fective leadership strategy that should 
be built upon. 

Instead of putting the focus on what 
the project partner should do according 
to the proposal, the partner contract or 
other agreements, the project leader 
might choose instead to emphasise the 
advantages the European project cre
ates or may in the future create for the 
partner. These advantages might in
clude new or better educational offers 
for their target groups, a higher reputa
tion or better access to decisionmak
ers. Leadership in this context means 
to:

• Find out as much as possible 
about the partner’s interests and 
advantage(s) 
• Be consistent in offering and giv
ing support to realise this advantage
• Withdraw the advantage (or the 
coordinator’s support to gain it) if 
the partner defaults, i.e. does not de
liver or with unacceptable quality
A precondition for this effective 

project leadership style is to invest suf

ficient time to find out in detail the 
driving forces of a project partner and 
its institution with regard to the project 
stake. This should ideally start before 
the kickoff meeting in bilateral talks 
focusing on the questions: 

• What advantages does the project 
create for you?
• How can we support you in realis
ing these advantages?
• How can we help you to be suc
cessful in our project?
• Which opportunities may the part
nership create for you (beyond the 
project)? 
These advantages can be systemati

cally documented in a diagram (dem
onstrated as a blank example in Figure 
4). In any case, the project coordinator 
should at regular intervals assess to
gether with the partner the degree to 
which these advantages have already 
been realized, or which factors have 
been obstacles to reaching them. And, 
of course, they can be used as a man
agement tool in cases of conflict or un

Figure 4: Partners’ advantages to be gained from the project 
and the partnership

Institutional 
advantages

Personal 
advantages

Project advantage(s)
(i.e. advantage(s) to 
be created to project 
activities)

Partnership advantage(s)
(i.e. advantage(s) by 
spin-offs, side-effects of 
partnerships)
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satisfactory delivery.
The strategy ‘management by part

ner advantage’ will be particularly ef
fective if a longterm perspective is cre
ated. The typical European project 
ends after two or three years, and in 
most cases the benefits to be gained di
rectly from the project are correspond
ingly limited. Partners’ motivation and 
commitment will increase considerably 
if additional future advantages from 
the partnership can be created, e.g. the 
perspective of a longterm cooperation 
in followup projects, exchange of 
staff, sharing of expertise in other areas 
and so forth.

BaLanCE	BEtWEEn	tECHnICaL	
managEmEnt	and	PErSOnaL	
LEadErSHIP

Leadership can certainly not replace 
conventional project management in a 
European project. The EU funding pro
gramme insists on detailed planning 
and systematic controlling at every 
stage of the project. And rightly so, 
since standard project management 
methodologies ensure that the project’s 
objectives will be achieved and that Eu
ropean taxpayers’ money is spent ac
cording to the purpose it was granted. 

Having stressed this, however, a Eu
ropean coordinator can learn two cru
cial things from Agile Project Manage
ment and related approaches, intro
duced in this article. 

In the first place, these approaches 
draw attention to the fact that too 
much planning and controlling may sti
fle motivation and prevent the often 
highly expert team to unfold its full po
tential for the benefit of the project.

Moreover, the new approaches can 
provide a changed perspective: a per
spective on the professionals and insti
tutions involved in a European project. 
It is the advantages and benefits of 
these actors and their target groups of 

adult learners towards which the Euro
pean project should ultimately be 
geared. Thus the trap of falling into a 
‘culture of compliance’ with EU pro
gramme regulations and their planning 
and reporting requirements can be 
avoided, and real added value be gener
ated.
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LLinE reviews

LLinE is expanding the scope of its reviews in a new 

section. In addition to the familiar examinations of 

topical adult education literature, expect to read end

user evaluations on various European projects and 

undertakings. Watch this space also for reports and 

reviews of adult education European conferences from 

our correspondents.

We will now launch this section with a user review of 

the mature@EUweb platform. The platform is a 

toolkit designed for staff recruiters. The mission of the 

mature@EUproject has been to decrease age 

discrimination in recruitment and to increase age

neutral recruitment among HR specialists. The e

learning platform supports this goal by offering a 

wealth of information, statistics and exercises on the 

benefits of ageneutrality in recruitment. 

LLinE first introduced mature@EU in its 4/2009 issue, 

in an article written by the coordinator of the project. 

We will now follow up on this by hearing the 

comments of a recruiter who has used the platform in 

her daily work.
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Human Relations Consulting Recruit
ment is a company, based in Bulgaria, 
dealing with full business consultancy 
for companies coming to the country, 
reorganization, outsourcing of payroll 
and recruitment. I work as a Consult
ing Manager in Human Resources and 
Business Consulting for the company. 
The core of the recruitment business 
sector is related initially with the ICT 
sector which is the biggest growing sec
tor in the last several years in Bulgaria.

Many companies in Bulgaria are still 
oriented in hiring young people with 
not enough experience and knowledge 
but willing to learn and develop in the 
field. The market is very limited and 
there is a big demand for IT people 
with different experience on different 
technologies. As consultants, my team  
of 15 recruiters, led by myself, had to 
cover the expectations of our customer 
businesses in the best possible way. We 
faced a lot of difficulties in sourcing 
people especially for technologies that 
were ‘pioneers in the ICT culture and 
society’ in Bulgaria, so those experts 
with strong knowledge were usually 
people of late 40 or even in their mid 
50s. Generally this age in Bulgaria is 
still considered to have the full capacity 
and potential of working. However, as 
employees approach retirement (retire
ment age in Bulgaria is 63 years) many 
companies are not giving a chance for 
people to continue to work and devel
op in their field.

age-neutral recruitment 
through mature@EU:

a user’s experience

As a young member of the EU, Bul
garia strives to abide by all new regula
tions and legal issues: as a part of this 
our country has many projects in fight
ing discrimination and giving equal 
possibilities to professionals. It is for
bidden to post advertisements where 
you point the gender or age of the re
quired candidate. Unfortunately this 
does not mean that we have still man
aged to escape age discrimination.

Our recruitment team faced huge 
difficulties in persuading our clients to 
give a chance to seasoned but experi
enced and stable candidates. We found 
a solution to this problem through our 
cooperation with the New Bulgarian 
University and its Career Development 
Center, managed by Stanimira Taneva. 
As my previous lecturer and stable 
partner in different educational and 
business projects, she initiated me in 
the elearning platform mature@EU.

Through using the platform our 
team were able to get to know different 
ways of overcoming the discriminating 
advertisements of our clients and re
cruitment managers. We were able to 
communicate better with clients and 
give better options and solutions for 
candidates in the ICT sector with more 
experience. We successfully created 
awareness among our colleagues and 
clients about the discrimination of ma
ture job candidates and about the 
emergence of the socalled ‘jobhop
pers’ among young people. This job

hopper phenomenon is enabled by the 
willingness of many companies to hire 
younger people, without the needed ex
perience, but ready to learn and devel
op.  These junior employees then use 
the companies and the given possibili
ties as a chance to grow and take a bet
ter position in a better and bigger com
pany. The mature@EU –platform en
abled us to sophisticate the communi
cation with the companies in pointing 
out the positive points in hiring more 
stable and experienced candidates. 

Also our company took the initiative 
to post a link of the eplatform on one 
of our job portals, the only IT oriented 
job portal in Bulgaria IT Jobs.bg 
(www.itjobs.bg ) to disseminate the 
message of the platform further and to 
create better awareness and interest in 
the companies and among hiring man
agers. 

In sum, our experiences of this serv
ice have been good and in line with the 
intended impact of the platform. Per
sonally, I really hope that this platform 
reaches more people and creates ma
ture thinking in companies and manag
ers.

Vessela Tzonkova
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